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FOREWORD

Additional Secretary & Development Commissioner ((MSME), Govt. of India, Ministry of MSME,

New Delhi Shri Ram Mohan Mishra, IAS has desired preparation Of status reports on products relating to
Agri sectors. Accordingly, this Institute prepared its first report on Khandsari Sugar and Jaggery (Gur). To

continue with preparation Of status reports on other Agri products, this Institute has prepared a status
report on Beekeeping & Honey Processing.

Honey is one of the oldest sweetener and it is a natural, pure and wholesome food. It has no
added ingredient and a fat & cholesterol free food. Rearing of honey bees is apioulture. Apioulture is
commercially viable if it is made an integral part Of farming in rural sector. Apioulture is quite easy to

lean and farmers can start beekeeping as a business.
This report covers History of Bee Farming, Species of Honey Bees, honey and products related to

beekeeping, status Of bee farming in the country, problems faced by Beekeepers, facilities provided by
Central / State Govt., Quality Control and Standards, Project Report on Beekeeping, Project Report on
Honey Processing, Financial Assistance, List Of Beekeeping Equipments, photographs of equipments,

machinery & equipment suppliers and photographs Of bee apiary etc. Various challenges faced by both

current and prospective beekeepers are also highlighted in the report.

This report can prove as of great help to Poliey Maker, Govt. authority to take their issue for
reap the benefits of beekeepers. I am confident that the information available in this report will be quite

useful for the growth of Beekeeping & Honey Processing sector.
I

express my sincere gratitucle to Shri Ram Mohan

Mishra, lAS Additional Secretary &

Development Commissioner (MSME), Govt. Of India, Ministry of MSME for his overall guidance, support

and motivation without which the completion of the report would have been impossible.
I would like to record my appreciation for the tireless efforts made by Shri P. K. Srivastava,
Asstt. Director (Food) in bringing out this report. Shri L.B.S.Yadav, Dy. Director (Chemical), Shri S. K.

Agnihotri, Asstt. Director (Chemical) and Shri Neeraj Kumar, Asstt. Director (Economic Investigation)

have contributed quite significantly in preparation Of this report. I also appreciate Srshri P. K. Shukla,

P. S. Bajpai and Krishna Kurner Stenographers of this Institute for nice secretarial assistance and neatly

typing Of report.

Kanpur

25 July, 2019

•\"i.\\`\+
( U. C. Shukla )

Director

INTRODUCTION:
Bee-keeping is an absorbing hobby to some, and to others it is an industry for
producing honey and wax, Since ancient times, honeybees have been kept in a crude
manner in India, Bee-keeping, today is based upon improved methods using the
principles of movable frame-hive, honey extractor and the smoker. Rearing of honey
bees is called, apiculture. In India, Honey bee farming is commonly done by the people
in the hilly region, but nowadays, this business has also started in the plains by the local
people to earn more money. People are earning a lot of money by keeping bees. Since
there is no need to engage full time labourers in this business, it is increasing day by
day in rural areas.
Bee-keeping is quite profitable in areas with good floral pasturage. Possibility for
the development of beekeeping in India is tremendous due to its diverse environment
and inexhaustible floral resources obtained from natural vegetation and cultivated crops.
According to recent statistics, about 50 million hectares of land is under the cultivation
of oilseeds, pulses, orchards and other crops which is useful to bees and benefitted by
bee pollination. In addition, there is about 60 million hectares of forest area with
beekeeping potential. This vast area of agriculture and forest may easily sustain at
least one crore bee colonies.
Bee keeping can profitably be pursued by men, women and children, by farmers,
orchardists, and by those who are landless or underemployed. Bee hives can be kept
to the backyard or on house tops. A subsistence farmer can get higher income from
bee keeping than from other avocations. Those who have the time and interest can
manage a number of bee hives and make beekeeping a profitable enterprises by selling
the surplus honey and wax. Several people in a village or group of villages may join,
together and start a co-operative, generating work and income, since the manufacture
of the basis beekeeping equipments such as hives, frames, smokers, extractors and
containers, as well as the processing of honey and bee wax can be done locally.
HISTORY OF BEE FARMING IN INDIA
In India, the technique of honey beekeeping can vary from person to person, and
from region to region. There are two-techniques:

1.

1.

Traditional Bee Farming:

2.

Modern Honey Bee Farming.

Traditional Bee Farming:

This technique is in practice from a long time by the Indian people. People use
to maintain bee‘s in the old-fashioned clay houses, in wooden logs, in the hollow of the
tree stem or in the cracks of the wall, and much more.
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To get honey from honey-filled roofs, chopped “chhattas” are either squeezed or
boiled on a fire are the common ideas used by the India people. Then filter that
collected honey with a clean cloth. By following this method, only muddy and unclean
honey is obtained, which is saleable at a lower rate in the local market. Since there are
many imperfections in the honey so to get improvement in the production of the honey,
modern techniques are developed by the new generation,
2.

Modern Bee Farming:

This technique has also been evolving from long back and is quite popular amongst
most of the new bee farmers. In this technique, bees are followed in the modern man
made wood containment and are called as modern beekeepers. Bee rearing in a
wooden box is also beneficial because it does not harm the bee eggs since it is
protected by the wooden box. Honey can be easily taken out from the box by the
beekeeper. Since proper care and a relation of the beekeeper with the bees are the
main factors which affect the production of the honey. One can easily earn high amount
of profit with low investment.
There are many techniques in the modern bee farming. The various techniques are
listed below in more detail:
Top Bar Hive Method:
This method of bee farming is highly adopted by the people because of its advantage:
1.
2.
3.

Top bar hive is light in weight.
It is very easy to harvest honey in the top bar hive method.
Bees experience low stress while creating honey through Top bar
hive.
Top bar hive method is being used as tradition method by the countries like
Greece and Vietnam for over a long time and this method is common in the Africa for
honey collection. Top bar hive does not have any frame because of which, the comb
could not be reused after one-time honey extraction, which further results in the less
honey production and finally affecting the profit also. This method is followed by those
people, who are keener on having bee‘s in their garden than in honey collection from
these bees.
The initial investment in this method is quite low and it also requires less
equipment than the other methods.
However, this method has some disadvantage as listed below:1.

Usually, comb becomes fragile and it is hard enough to collect honey from
that.
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2.

These combs could be re-used by the Bee for letting additional honey into
that comb.

Horizontal Frame Hive Method
This method is better than the fix comb method and top bar hive due to the
mobile frame which is used to collect honey. In this method, after one time collecting
the honey from the hive, one can set it again for recollecting the honey.
Horizontal Bee Hive
This method is widely adopted for commercial honey collection. Generally, it can
be maintained well for tropical agriculture.
Vertical Stackable Frame Hive Method
This method is commonly used by the people of United States and other
surrounding countries. The main advantage of this method is the large size of the
hives. The Rose hive is the latest modified design of this method.
The major weakness of the Rose method is the space needed. It requires 2-3
boxes as big as the nest. So there is need of lot of frames when one is going to raising
the bees as a business. It has been assuming that Rose methods bear all the
advantage and limitation of this type method. In this method, there is additional brood
and one can easily increase his hive by adding framed boxed to the main hive. This will
give advantages you as you can collect all the honey by removing the entire box of
honey in the place of removal of single frame box at once.
Along with this, there are lots of other methods which may vary from region to
region and sometimes person to person.
Bee Colonies
Castes In The Bee Colony
Each and every bee colony is made up of three types of bee castes of the bee
according to their work. These three are:
1.

A queen bee usually, the only single fertile female of the colony.

2.

Female workers bee; which are present in large number, generally around more
than 30,000 in particular colony.

3.

Male drones which are present in hundreds of number in the particular colony for
the breeding purpose.
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Different Species of Honey Bee
There are 5 important species of honey bees as listed below.
1.
Indian hive bees
2.
Little bees
3.
Rock bees
4.
Dammer bees or Stingless bees
5.
European bees or Italian bee
Italian Bee :
Italian bee have 25 sub species in the world. They are as follows:
1.
Apis mellifera ligustica spinda
2.

Apis mellifera comica poll

3.

Apis mellifera mellifera linn

4.

Apis mellifera caucasica Gorb

5.

Apis mellifera adansonil laterille

6.

Apis mellifera cypria-pollmann

7.

Apis mellifera cecropia kiesenwetter

8.

Apis mellifera sicula-Montagano

9.

Apis mellifera syriaca Buttel Reepen

10.

Apis mellifera omyrt,odds

11.

Apis mellifera lamarckic,

12.

Apis mellifera major

13.

Apis mellifera sahariensis

14.

Apis mellifera numbica

15.

Apis mellifera capensis

16.

Apis mellifera litorea

17.

Apis mellifera scutellata, lepeletier

18.

Apis mellifera unicolor latereille

19.

Apis mellifera iberica

20.

Apis mellifera adami

21.

Apis mellifera taurica

22.

Apis mellifera monticola

23.

Apis mellifera meda

24.

Apis mellifera anatoliaca

25.

Apis mellifera armeniaca
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Bee Products in Honey Bee Farming
The main products of beekeeping business are Honey, Bees Wax, Bee Venom,
Propolis, Royal Jelly & Pollen. The details of given below:
Honey
Honey is a sweet, viscous food substance produced by bees and some related
insects. Bees produce honey from the sugary secretions of plants (floral nectar) or from
secretions of other insects (such as honeydew), by regurgitation, enzymatic activity, and
water evaporation. Bees store honey in wax structures called a honeycomb. The variety
of honey produced by honey bees (the genus Apis) is the best-known, due to its
worldwide commercial production and human consumption. Honey is collected from wild
bee colonies, or from hives of domesticated bees, a practice known as beekeeping or
apiculture.
Honey gets its sweetness from the monosaccharides fructose & glucose, and
has about the same relative sweetness as sucrose (granulated sugar). It has attractive
chemical properties for baking and a distinctive flavor when used as a sweetener. Most
of the microorganisms do not grow in honey, so canned honey does not spoil, even
after several years.
Honey provides 46 calories in a serving of one tablespoon (15 ml). Honey is
regarded as safe when not taken in excessive amounts.
Different Type Of Honey:
 The rock bee, Apis dorsata (Apidae).
 The Indian hive bee, Apis cerana indica (Apidae).
 The little bee, Apis florea (Apidae).
 The European or Italian bee, Apis mellifera (Apidae).
 Dammer bee or stingless bee, Melipona irridipennis (Meliporidae).
Flowers Honey :
Single flower honeys (also known as varietal, monofloral or unifloral honey) differ
from multifloral or wildflower honeys by the predominance of nectar collected from a
single type of plant.
Squeezed Raw- Honey :
―Raw Honey‖ means honey as it exists in the beehive or as obtained by
extraction, settling, or straining; and that has not been heated above 118 degrees
Fahrenheit during production or storage; or pasteurized.
Extracted Honey :
Honey is a sweet, viscous food substance produced by bees and some related
insects. Bees produce honey from the sugary secretions of plants or from secretions of
other insects, by regurgitation, enzymatic activity, and water evaporation. Bees store
honey in wax structures called a honeycomb. This crude unprocessed honey.
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Granulated Honey:
Granulated honey is honey that has been dried and ground. The honey retains
the same flavor but has a crunchy quality to it. Furthermore, it dissolves well in liquid,
but doesn't have the stickiness of fresh honey. Granulated honey is a used for
vinaigrettes, sauces, marinades, and brines.
Comb Honey:
A honeycomb is a mass of hexagonal prismatic wax cells built by honey bees in
their nests to contain their larvae and stores of honey and pollen.
Beeswax
Beeswax (cera alba) is a natural wax produced by honey bees of the genus Apis.
The wax is formed into scales by eight wax-producing glands in the abdominal
segments of worker bees, which discard it in or at the hive. The hive workers collect and
use it to form cells for honey storage and larval and pupal protection within the beehive.
Chemically, beeswax consists mainly of esters of fatty acids and various long-chain
alcohols.
Beeswax has been used since prehistory as the first plastic, as a lubricant and
waterproofing agent, in lost wax casting of metals and glass, as a polish for wood and
leather and for making candles, as an ingredient in cosmetics and as an artistic medium
in encaustic painting.
Venom
Venom is a secretion containing one or more toxins produced by bees. Bees
synthesize and employ an acidic venom (apitoxin) to cause pain in those that they sting
to defend their hives and food stores, whereas wasps use a chemically different alkaline
venom designed to paralyze prey, so it can be stored alive in the food chambers of their
young.
Propolis
Propolis or bee glue is a resinous mixture that honey bees produce by mixing
saliva and beeswax with exudates gathered from tree buds, sap flows, or other
botanical sources. It is used as a sealant for unwanted open spaces in the hive.
Propolis is used for small gaps (approximately 6 millimeters, while larger spaces are
usually filled with beeswax. Its color varies depending on its botanical source, with dark
brown as the most common. Propolis is sticky at and above 20 °C while at lower
temperatures, it becomes hard and brittle.

Royal Jelly
Royal jelly is a honey bee secretion that is used in the nutrition of larvae, as well
as adult queens. It is secreted from the glands in the hypopharynx of nurse bees, and
fed to all larvae in the colony, regardless of sex or caste.
When a bee hive is making new queens, the workers construct special queen
cells, and the larvae in these cells are fed with copious amounts of royal jelly. This type
of feeding triggers the development of queen morphology, including the fully developed
ovaries needed to lay eggs.
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Pollen
Pollen is a fine to coarse powdery substance comprising pollen grains which are
male microgametophytes of seed plants, which produce male gametes (sperm cells).
Pollen grains have a hard coat made of sporopollenin that protects the gametophytes
during the process of their movement from the stamens to the pistil of flowering plants,
or from the male cone to the female cone of coniferous plants.
Pollen is commonly used as food and food supplement. However, because of
agricultural practices, it is often contaminated by agricultural pesticides.
HONEY BEE MIGRATION IN THE COUNTRY : STATEWISE
Details are given below:
1.
Jammu & Kashmir :

Name of the
Zone
Temperate Zone
Higher hills

Month
of Important Bee plants
Migration
Feb-April
Brassica (Mustard) Prunus, (Plum) Rosa,
May June
Rubus, Robinia Pseudoacacia (kikar)and
Aug- Oct
Trifolium (Berseem)
Oct-Dec
Acacia, Brassica, Raphanus and Fagopyrum
Zea Plectranthus, Helianthus, Trifolium
Crocus(Safron)
Sub- Temperate Jan-Feb
Salvia, Salix, Viburnum, Rosa.
Zone
Feb-Mar
Brassica, Eucalyptus, Dalbergia (Shisham)
Lower hills
Apr-Jun
Litchi, Citrus, Prunus, Sygigium cumini
Aug-Oct
(Jamun), Cucurbits, Pyrus, Rosa, Rubus,
Nov-Dec
Wendlandia, Toon. Trifolium, Medicago.
Zea, Ziziphus,(Ber) Plectranthus (sula)
Brassica, Olea
Brassica, (Toria), Eucalyptus
Sub
Tropical Jan-Apr
Brassica Wendlandia, Dalbergia (Shisham),
Zone
May-Jun
Citrus, , Mangifera,
Plains
Sep-Oct
Acacia, Ziziphus, Dalbergia (Shisham)
Nov-Dec
Sesamum (Til) Zea mays (Makka), Acacia
Ziziphus.
Brassica, Eucalyptus, Sunflower.
1. Name of the major pollen producing plants : Maize, Acacia, Brassica,
Eucalyptus, Hordium, Ageratum, Prunus, Cannabis, Artimisia
2. Name of the major Nectar producing plants: Plectranthus, Brassica,
Trifolium, Acacia, Prunus, Eucalyptus, Citrus, Dalbergia, Zizyphus, Toon,
Salix, Robinia, Kinnow, etc.
3. Poisonous plants if any: Rhododendron nectar is toxic to human beings.
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Most of the year
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5. Floral gaps : Jul-Aug
6. Type of honey bee species present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – August in plains, Dec-Jan in Higher hills
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-Jun in Higher hills. Sep-Dec, Mar-Jun in
lower hills and plain.
2.

Himanchal Pradesh :

Name of the Zone
Shivalik Hill Zone

Month
Migration
Feb-April
May June
Aug- Oct
Oct-Dec

Mid Hill Zone

Jan-Apr
May-Jun
Sep-Oct

High hill zone

Feb-Apr
May-Jun
Sep-Oct

Cold Dry zone

Apr-Jun
Sep-Oct

of Important Bee plants
Brassica, Prunus, Litchi, Citrus,
Trifolium, Dalbergia
Acacia, Bauhinia, Plectranthus Zea mays
Plectranthus, Helianthus,
Psidium, Brassica
Eureca, Brassica, Rubus, Prunus, Robinia,
Trifolium, Citrus.
Diospyrus, Castenia, Eucalyptus Sapindus.
Plectranthus, Zea mays Sunflower.
Brassica spp. Prunus spp.
Eucalyptus, Sapindus, Dalbergia, Toona and
Trifolium
Plectranthus, Zea mays, Fagopyrum
Prunus spp. Acacia, Robinia
Plectranthus, Zea mays, Fagopyrum

1. Name of the major pollen producing plants : Maize, Acacia, Brassica, Eucalyptus,
Hordium, Ageratum, Prunus.
2. Name of the major Nectar producing plants: Plectranthus, Brassica, Trifolium,
Acacia, Prunus, Eucalyptus, Citrus, Robinia, Kinnow, etc.
3. Poisonous plants if any: Rhododendron nectar is toxic to human beings.
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Most of the year
5. Floral gaps : Jul-Aug
6. Type of honey bee species present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – August in plains, Dec-Jan in Higher hills
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-Jun In Higher hills. Sep-Dec, Mar-Jun in lower
hills and plains.
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3.

Punjab :

Place of Migration
Zone-I

Month
Migration
Nov-May
May-Jun

Zone-II

Feb-June
Jul-Sep
Nov-Dec

Zone III

Feb-Mar
Apr-Jun
Oct-Dec

Zone IV
Zone V

Feb-Mar
Dec- Mar
Feb-Mar
Mar-Apr

of Important Bee plants

Plantations/ Social Dec- Mar
forestry
Mar-Apr

Brassica, Loquat, Aru, Alucha, Naspati,
Citrus, Litchi, Eucalyptus, Amla, Mulberry,
Guva and Berseem
Moong and Zea mays (feeding is necessary)
Sarsoo, Berseem, Kikar, Prunus, Rosa,
Rubus,
Maize, Berseem, Sunflower, , Fagopyrum,
wild balsam
Citrus, litchi
Maize, Berseem vegetables like cucurbits
crops, bitter guard, watermelon and
muskmelon
Brassica, Eucalyptus, Sunflower
Sarsoo, citrus, Eucalyptus
Sarsoo, Toria, Eucalyptus
Citrus, Cow pea

Eucalyptus
Robinia pseudoacacia (Kikar)

1. Name of the major pollen plants : Maize, Sunflower, Brassica, Eucalyptus, Arhar,
2. Name of the major Nectar plants: Brassica, Trifolium, Acacia, Prunus, Eucalyptus,
berseem, Dalbergia, Zizyphus, Toon, Kinnow, etc.
3. Poisonous plants if any: Not noticed
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Sept-Oct, Nov-Dec Feb-Apr May-Jun
5. Floral gaps : Jun-Aug
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – August
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Jan-Feb and Mar-May.
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4.

Haryana :

SL.
No.
1

Place of Migration

2

South-Western zone, Sirsa, Nov-Feb
Hisar and Fatehabad districts Feb-Mar
and parts of Bhiwani district
Shiwalik foothills
Apr– May
Jul-Aug

3

Month
Migration
North-Eastern zone
Mar- April
Panchkula, Yamunanagar and Oct-NOV
Ambala
April-May

of Important Bee plants
Litchi, pears, peach,
Mays, Brassica
Sunflower,
Berseem,
Eucalyptus
Rapeseed and mustard
Orange

Forest
flora
and
Orchards
Acacia
4
Plantations/Social forestry
Feb-Mar
Eucalyptus (Karnal)
Mar-Apr
Litchi and other fruit
orchards, Sesam,etc.
1. Name of the major pollen plants : Maize, Jowar, Barley, Bajra, Sesamum,
Sunflower Rapeseed and Mustard
2. Name of the major Nectar plants: Litchi, Sunflower, Sesamum, Eucalyptus,
Rapeseed and Mustard
3. Poisonous plants if any:
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: October to May
5. Floral gaps : June to August
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. florea, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – September
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-May.
5.

Andhra Pradesh:

Sr.
Nos

Place of Migration in Month
Forest & plantations
Migration

1

Eastern Ghats

Sep-Nov
March- May

2

Fruit crops

Throughout year

3

Vegetables

Feb-March

4

Plantations/Social
forestry

Oct-Nov
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of Important Bee plants

Niger, Eucalyptus, Ragi
Jamun,
coffee,
vandana,
puligoru, Karanj, Cashew
Sweet Orange, Coconut, Guava,
Lemon,
Drum-Stick, Capsicum, Bitter
gourd, Cucumbers
Eucalyptus, Neem, Sapindus,
Peltophorum,

5

Nalamala Forest

6

Papikondalu

7

Yerramala hills

Oct-Nov
Mar-May

8

Coastal plains

Sep-Nov
Feb-May

9

Deccan plateau

Oct-Mar

7.

Oct-Nov
Mar-May
Oct-Nov
Mar-May

Telangana and Andhra Pradesh:

Sl. No.

Place of Migration In Month
agricultural belt
Migration

1

North Telangana

2
3
4
5
1.

Mushti, Sunflower
Jamun, Dalbergia,
Eucalyptus, Sunflower
Flacourtia, Sterculia, Strychnos.
Karanj, Red sandles
Til, Sunflower, Dhaniyalu
Ritha, Karanj, Regu, veluturu,
Devdaru
Kandulu, Dosa, Nuvulu
Pesalu,
minumu,
pillimisara,
anumulu, cashew, vippapuvu
Nuvulu, Sunflower, ragi, jonha
Dhaniyalu, jeera, Vamu

of Important Bee plants

Nov-Mar

Avalu, Sunflower, Nuvulu,
Kusumulu, lemon, Pulses
South Telangana
Feb-Mar
Vamu, Kusumulu, Sunflower,
vulavalu
South Andhra Pradesh
Sept – Nov,
Dhaniyalu, Vamu, mulaga,
Jan-Mar
Sunflower, Avalu, Ragi
Coastal
plains
of Oct-Mar
Avalu, Tur, moong, Udid,
Andhra Pradesh
Citrus, Nuvulu, Eucalyptus.
North Andhra Pradesh
Nov-March
Nuvlu,
Sunflower,
Niger,
Cashew, vulavalu, pulses
Major pollen plants : Maize, Jowar, Ragi, Bajra, Sesamum, Sarso, Jira, Ajwain,
Coconut, Eucalyptus, Jamun, Sunflower, Niger, Eucalyptus, Amla, Guva, Ietha, etc .

2. Name of the major Nectar plants: Sarso, Jira, Ajwain, Sesamum, Eucalyptus,
Jamun, Niger, Terminalia spp. Red sanders, Vandana, Puligoru, Ritha, pesalu,
Nimma, Janum, Vippapuvu, Bokkena, mushti, Sunflower, Peltophorum, Karanj,
Neem
4. Main Honey flowering seasons of bee plants: Sept-Nov, Feb-Jun
5. Floral gaps : July to August
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. florea, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July-August
8. Density of bee plants: Agricultural is scarce but horticulture is good , Forest wealth
is abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-Jun.
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8.

Karntaka :

Sl.No. Place
Migration

of Month
Migration

1

Coastal region

Aug-Nov

2

Western Ghats

Feb-May

3

Deccan plateau

Oct-Mar

4

Plantations/Social
forestry

Oct-Dec
Feb-Mar
Mar-Apr

of Important Bee plants

Ragi, Mung and Udid, Sesame,
Niger
Jamun, Herda, Nandi, Dalbergia
sisso, Schefflora, Terminelia sp.
Sunflower,
Sesame,
Safflower,
Jowar, Makka, Watermelon, Tur,
moong, Udid, Citrus, Cucurbits
Eucalyptus (Bangalore, Nandi hills)
Rubber, (Sulia, Shivamogga) Coffea
(Kodagu dist)

1. Name of the major pollen plants : Maize, Jowar, Ragi, Bajra, Sesamum, Coconut,
Sunflower
2. Name of the major Nectar plants: Niger, Sunflower, Sesamum, Eucalyptus,
Brassica, Schefflora, Lagerstroemia, Coffee, Rubber, Jamun, Terminelia
3. Poisonous plants if any: Euphorbia geniculata
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Sept-Nov, Feb-May
5. Floral gaps : June to August
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. florea, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – September
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-May.
9.

Kerala:

Sl.No. Place
1
Palakkad
2
Coastal hilly
3

Coastal
land

4

Midland

period
Sept-Nov
Sept – Nov,
Jan-May
mid Oct-May

Sept-Nov
Jan-March, May
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Important Bee plants
Jowar and pulses
Rubber, Coconut, Tamarind,
Eucalyptus
Coconut, Cashew, Sesame,
Rubber, Cardamom, Palmyra,
Tamarind
Ragi,
Coconut,
Aracnut,
Cashew,
Rubber,
Sesame
Tamarind, Eucalyptus

1.Name of the major pollen plants : Coconut, Maize, Jowar, Ragi, , Sesamum,
2. Name of the major Nectar plants: Rubber, Tamarind, Cashew nut
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Sept-Oct, Feb-Apr
5. Floral gaps : June to August
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. florea, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: June – September
8. Density of bee plant: Agricultural crops are scarce, Tree wealth is abundant in the
forest and plantations
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, Feb-Apr.
9. Maharashtra :
Place of Migration
Konkan

Month
Migration
Feb-May

of Important Bee plants

Western Maharashtra

Sept – Nov,
Jan-April

Vidarba region

Oct-Mar

Maratwada

Sept-Nov
Jan-March

Western Ghats

March- May

Pleticial plants

Sept- Feb

Fruit crops

Throughout year

Vegetables

Feb-March

Plantations/Social
forestry

Oct-Dec
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Ragi,
Mung
and
Udid,
Sesame, Niger
Sunflower,
Niger,
Jowar,
Bajra,
Karanj,
Safflower,
Sesame
Sunflower, Tur, moong, Udid,
Citrus, Cucurbits
Sunflower, Sesame, Niger,
Safflower,
Mustard,
Tur,
Mung, Udid , Jowar, Makka,
Jamun, Gela, Herda, Behada
Nana, Parjamun, Bija, Ain
Tiwas, Palas, Lannea
Carvi, Whytee, Topli carvi,
Bhukarvi, Pichkadi, Makenzia
Supushpa
Sweet Orange, Mandarin
Orange, Coconut, Guava,
Lemon, Arecnut
Onion
(seed
Production)
Peas, Beans, Drum- Stick,
Capsicum,
Bitter
gourd,
Cucumbers
Eucalyptus, Subabul

10.

Gujrat :

Sl.
No.
1

Place of Migration
Western Ghats

Month
Migration
March- May

2

Fruit crops

Throughout year

3

Vegetables

Feb-March

4

Plantations/Social
forestry

Oct-Nov

Sl.
No.
1

Place of Migration

Month
Migration
Sept-Nov
Feb-May

2

South Gujarat

Sept – Nov,
Jan-Mar

3

Central Gujarat

Oct-Mar

4

Saurashtra plateau

Sept-Nov
Jan-March

5

Ran of Kutch

Oct-march

North Gujarat

of Important Bee plants
Jamun, Gela, Herda, Behada
Nana, Parjamun, Bija, Ain
Tiwas, Palas, Lannea
Sweet
Orange,
Mandarin
Orange,
Coconut,
Guava,
Lemon,
Guar, Peas, Beans, DrumStick, Capsicum, Bitter gourd,
Cucumbers
Eucalyptus, Neem, Sapindus,
Biba, Peltophorum, Terminelia,
Oogenia,
Pongamia,
Pterocarpus, Dalbergia
of Important Bee plants
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Ragi, Mung and Udid, Sesame,
Jira, Sami, Bor, prosopis,
Eucalyptus, Salvodera
Ragi,
Makka,
Cucurbits,
Eucalyptus,
Moringa,
Ber,
Terminelia
Sarso, Tur, moong, Udid,
Citrus,
Jira,
Sami,
Bor,
prosopis, Eucalyptus.
Sesame, Mustard, Tur, Mung,
Udid, Jowar, Makka, Sami,
prosopis, Eucalyptus, Citrus,
Coconut
Neem,
Sami,
prosopis,
Eucalyptus, Citrus, Coconut,
Sesamum, Jamun, Bor, moong,
Udid, Jeera, Dhaniya

District Wise Bee Forage Availability
Sl.No. District
1
Ahmedabad
2
Amreli
3

Anand

4
5
6

Banaskantha
Bharuch
Bhavnagar

7

Dahod

8

Dang

9
10
11

Gandhinagar
Jamnagar
Junagadh

12
13

Kheda
Kutch

14

Mehsana

15
16
17

Narmada
Navsari
Panchmahal

18

Patan

19
20
21

Porbandar
Rajkot
Sabarkantha

22

Surat

23
24

Surendranagar
Tapi

25

Vadodara

26

Valsad

Important Bee plants
Jira, Bajra, Salvodera, Peltophorum
Til, Moringa, Butea

Season
Feb
Sep-Oct, MarApr
Bajra, Brassica, Eucalyptus, Moringa, Sep-Oct MarKaranj, Peltophorum
Apr
Bajra, Til, Jira, Foeniculum, Salvodera
Sep-Oct
Jowar, Eucalyptus, Moringa, Peltophorum Jan
Bajra, Til, Moringa, Karanj, Salvodera, Sep-Oct, MarPeltophorum
Apr
Makka,
Eucalyptus,
Karanj, Butea, Sep,Oct, FebBombax
Mar
Ragi, Terminelia, Wrightia, Lagerstroemia, Sep, Mar-May
Oogenia
Brassica, Foeniculum, Salvodera
Oct-Feb
Jira, Ajwai, Coriander, Til, Sisso
Sep-Feb
Jira, Coriander, Til, Moringa, Karanj, Oct-May
Butea, Seven, Arjun, Peltophorum
Bajra, Foeniculum, Karanj, Salvodera
Oct-Apr
Bajra, Til, Jira, Brassica, Coriander, Sisso, Oct-Mar
Salvodera
Bajra, Jira, Brassica, Karanj, Salvodera
Sep-Oct, FebApr
Foeniculum, Moringa
Feb
Terminelia, Butea& Forest
Feb-May
Makka, Eucalyptus, Karanj, Butea
Sep-Oct, FebApr
Bajra,
Jira,
Brassica,
Foeniculum, Sep-Oct, DecMoringa, Karanj, Salvodera
Feb
Jowar, Jira, Coriander, Til
Jan-Mar
Til, Jira, Karanj, Peltophorum
Sep-Oct
Makka, Brassica, Foeniculum, bajra, Sep-Oct, MarEucalyptus, Karanj, Butea, Salvodera
Apr
Jowar, Eucalyptus, Moringa, Butea, Sep-Oct, FebSeven, Arjun, Peltophorum
May
Bajra, Til, Jira,
Sep-Oct
Jowar, Eucalyptus, Terminelia, Moringa, Oct-May
Butea, Peltophorum Seven, Bombax,
Makka, Eucalyptus, Moringa, Karanj, Oct-Apr
Butea, Bombax, Peltophorum
Ragi, Terminelia, Karanj, Peltophorum
Oct, Mar-Apr
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1. Major pollen plants : Maize, Jowar, Ragi, Bajra, Sesamum, Sunflower, Cyanotis,
Coconut
2.Major Nectar plants: Niger, Sunflower, Sesamum, Eucalyptus, Jamun, Herda Gela,
Behrda,
3. Pleticial plants : Carvi, Whitee, etc.
4.Poisonous plants if any: Euphorbia geniculata
4. Main flowering seasons of bee plants: Sept-Oct, Feb-May
5. Floral gaps : July to August
6. Type of honey bees present: Apis cerana, A. dorsata, A. florea, A. mellifera
7. Dearth Period: July – September
8. Density of bee plants: Abundant
9. Season of honey flow: Oct-Nov, March-May.
11. Rajasthan :

Ganganagar, Sanghria, Oct-Dec
Padampur,
Bharatpur, Dec-Feb
Karanpur, Alwar

Brassica campestris var.
sarson and B. juncea

12. Madhhya Pradesh

Gwalior, Morena
Guna
Morena

Nov –Feb
Mar-Apr
Apr-May
September

Brassica campestris var.
sarson and B. juncea
Brassica and Coriander
Berseem, Citrus
Zizyphus

Aug-Oct
Oct-Dec
Feb-Mar
Dec-Mar

Maize,
Tur
Brassica
campestris,
Brassica campestris
Brassica,
Eucalyptus,
Shishum
Brassica,
Eucalyptus,Coriander

13. Uttar Pradesh
Aligarh
Agra, Mathura,
Saharanpur
Gorakpur
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14. Bihar:
Bhagalpur, Champaram
Muzafarpur, Mehsi
Madhubani, north Bihar
Purnia
Begusari, Bhagalpur
15. Jharkhand

Feb-Mar
Mar-Apr
March,
May-Jun
Nov-Feb

Drumstic, Khesari
Litchi
Jamun
Sunflower
Brassica, Coriander, Khesari

Gumla, Ranchi
Netrahat Ghati

Apr– Jun
Sept-Oct

Karanj
Brassica, Niger

16. Chatisgarh

May –Jun

Syzygium,

Apr-May
March
Nov-Feb
Jan-Mar
May-Jun
Oct-Jan

Mangroves
Litchi
Mustard, Coriander
Coriander, Kalajeera, Litchi
Til
Eucalyptus

17. West Bengal:
Sunderbans
North
&
South
24 Paraganos
Nodia Malda
Hooghly, Midinapur
Midinapur

STATUS OF BEE FARMING IN INDIA:
India today has about thirty lakh bee colonies which produce 94.5 thousand MT
of Honey, considering the modern beekeeping which arrived in India only three decades
ago with the advent of the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), today the
number of bee colonies and beekeeper‘s co-operatives are 8,10,807 and 169
respectively. It has made a spectacular achievement. Kerala, Tamil Nadu, West
Bengal, Bihar, Odisha, Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir, Punjab, Meghalaya, Andaman and
Necobar islands are the important states in which beekeeping co-operatives are active.






Like dairying, apiculture is also practiced mostly by marginal and landless
farmers.
It also supplements income from agriculture, generates employment and also
helps in improving nutritional intake of rural population. It provides employment
to about 3 lakh rural people.
Honeybees are vital in sustaining plant bio-diversity and also improves yields of
crops by cross-pollination. This increase has been shown to be in the range of 5
to 3000% depending upon the type of crop.
Value of additional yield from pollination services by honeybees alone is about
15-20 times more than the value of all hive products put together.
Types include Rapeseed/Mustard Honey, Eucalyptus Honey, Lychee Honey,
Sunflower Honey, Karanj/Pongamea Honey, Multi-flora Himalayan Honey,
Acacia honey, Wild Flora Honey, Multi and Mono floral Honey are some of the
major varieties of Natural Honey.
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More than 50% of the honey produced, or 75-85% of apiary honey is being
exported now.
Just 4 States- West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Bihar contributed about
61% to the country‘s honey production.
Based on potential of production the states categorized under ‗High Potential‖
are Punjab, West Bengal, Bihar, Kerala, Karnataka, UP, TN & Uttarakhand.
The National Commission on Agriculture had visualized the need for deploying
about 150 million bee colonies for pollinating 12 major agricultural crops in the
country.
Presently, 200 million Bee colonies are required for enhancing their yield which
will provide employment to 215 lakh persons and produce 10 million tones of
honey and increase in crop production.

STATUS OF HONEY PRODUCING UNITS IN INDIA (2013)
There are about 2.64 lakh honey producing units in the country to promote and
holistically develop the village industries including Beekeeping, Khadi and Village
Industries Commission (KVIC) under the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSME) has been promoting beekeeping. The State/UT-wise number of
these units/beekeepers is:
Sr.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

State/UT
Jammu& Kashmir
Himachal Pradesh
Punjab
UT Chandigarh
Uttarakhand
Haryana
Delhi
Rajasthan
Uttar Pradesh
Bihar
Sikkim
Arunachal Pradesh
Nagaland
Manipur
Mizoram
Tripura
Meghalaya
Assam
West Bengal
Jharkhand
Odisha
Chhattisgarh
Madhya Pradesh

Number of honey producing units /
Beekeepers
1621
16069
19269
3
1303
1618
3
2670
20501
17528
107
159
434
138
332
80
215
445
25697
2153
9641
1265
5482
18

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Gujarat*
Maharashtra **
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka
Goa
Lakshadweep
Kerala
Tamilnadu
Puducherry
Andaman & Nicobar
Islands
Total

702
3850
5905
16488
0
0
49071
60559
216
59
263583

* including Daman & Diu.
** including Dadra & Nagar Haveli
State/UT-wise figures on production of honey during the last three years are:
(Quantity in metric ton)
Sr.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

State/UT

2010-11

Jammu& Kashmir
Himachal Pradesh
Punjab
UT Chandigarh
Uttarakhand
Haryana
Delhi
Rajasthan
Uttar Pradesh
Bihar
Sikkim
Arunachal Pradesh
Nagaland
Manipur
Mizoram
Tripura
Meghalaya
Assam
West Bengal
Jharkhand
Odisha
Chhattisgarh
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat*
Maharashtra **
Andhra Pradesh

2499.97
2762.88
7118.03
60.00
1875.32
5341.57
75.00
9595.85
14361.50
7355.00
314.35
560.95
747.10
592.30
909.98
398.78
592.30
2946.35
6338.42
446.40
1968.87
1493.00
2784.63
3252.93
11793.17
7068.55
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2011-12
1834.72
2027.68
5223.93
30.00
1376.30
3920.17
40.00
7042.40
18317.68
7356.00
230.70
411.68
548.30
389.39
667.84
292.67
434.69
2162.33
4651.77
327.62
1444.96
1095.71
2043.64
165.10
3099.44
5187.60

2012-13
1999.85
2210.17
5694.09
32.70
1500.17
4272.98
43.60
7676.22
19966.27
8018.04
251.46
448.73
597.65
424.43
727.95
319.01
473.81
2356.94
5070.43
357.11
1575.00
1194.33
2227.57
179.96
3378.39
5654.48

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Karnataka
6367.03
4672.77
5093.32
Goa
397.28
291.57
317.81
Lakshadweep
8.40
6.17
6.72
Kerala
5733.95
4208.14
4586.88
Tamilnadu
6024.82
4421.61
4819.56
Puducherry
113.57
83.34
90.85
Andaman & Nicobar
114.08
83.72
91.26
Islands
Total
112012.33
84089.64
91657.74
* including Daman & Diu.
** including Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Source :Press Information Bureau.

PROBLEMS FACED BY BEE KEEPING IN INDIA:
The basic problems faced in bee keeping/farming in India are given as below:
1. Selection of wrong species of bee for production of beekeeping:
All over the world the Italian honeybee is acclaimed to be the choice for
commercial beekeeping. However the controversy regarding the suitability of the
species i.e. Asian Honeybee A.C. Indica and the European bee A-mellifera for
beekeeping in India which has been going on for the last three decades gave a severe
setback.
2. Indiscriminate use of pesticides:
Beekeeping is an important input in the agricultural system, and indiscriminate
use of pesticides on the crops causes heavy losses to colonies and ultimately
discouraging beekeeping. Some researchers reported that problem of pesticide sprays
was faced by majority of the respondents, resulted in killing of honey bees, which
caused great loss.
3. Bee diseases and enemies:
The problem of bee diseases and natural enemies is a major constraint in
beekeeping industry. Sometimes, the diseases remain undetected for long and when
they appear, cause catastrophic destruction. Treatment of bees for disease is a
challenge even to the pathologist. The spread intensity and control of disease are
affected by climatic factors, forage availability and quality. It was reported problem of
bee pests and diseases, while found that 55 percent of the respondents were bothered
by the attack of bee enemies. Bee enemies including all the major pests like bee-eater,
wax moth, wasps, mites and diseases were reported to be detrimental to beekeeping by
the respondents.
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4. Lack of technical knowledge for efficient management of colonies for high
honey yields:
This is a major constraint. Beekeepers are not aware of international methods of
efficient management.
Some of the wrong practices followed by beekeepers are : Few beekeepers use
queen excluders that are locally available get rusted and damage the bees. Efficient
swarm control is not practiced by beekeepers and they are most unaware of these
techniques. Most beekeepers just divide colonies to prevent swarming. Maximum
yields from A-mellifera are obtained when the colonies go up to 3 to 4 chambers with
populations of 50000 to 70000 bees.
Beekeepers do not know the concept of the food chamber as a measure of
colony build up and mostly maintain colonies on a single chamber leading to weak
colonies that die in dearth periods.
Few beekeepers change queens every season before the honey flow leading to
loss of queens during the crucial honey flow.
Some beekeepers even do not use full comb foundation sheets and only use
strips of wax sheets for the frames which lead to excessive drone comb construction
besides wasting the time and effort of bees in making extra comb. Therefore there is a
great scope for improvement.
5. Adverse effect of weather:
Unfavorable weather conditions were also a major setback for beekeeping.
Extreme hot and cold weather reduced bee population. In parallel, cloudy atmosphere
and rainy season also affect bee population adversely. Inferred that the natural factors
put great limitation in expansion of beekeeping whereas bad weather conditions are
major constraint in honey production.
6. Depleting floral resources:
The plantation of bee flora is not being taken up either by the forest department
or individually. The problem of depleting floral resources has reduced the beekeeping
potentials in the country.
Beekeepers cannot afford to grow bee flora exclusively for honeybees. But
social forestry programme, which advocate growing of multipurpose trees, can be
augmented so as to incorporate growing of such trees which are also good bee forage,
reported about 20 percent beekeepers face colony migration constraints due to lack of
bee flora and financial facility, harassment of the migratory beekeepers by the state
administrators and non-cooperative attitude of the forest department officials and the
problem of increasing the death of bee flora due to decrease in area under bee plant
species.
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7. Theft of bee colonies:
A different type of problem came forward in the study that was theft of bee
boxes/colonies. Bee foxes are placed in field where 24 hours care is not possible. As a
result, theft of boxes occurred and more or less it was faced by remarkable number of
respondents.
8. Lack of Infra-structure at the Grass Roots and National Level for Beekeeping:
There is no concept of beekeeping inspectors or trainers in beekeeping, at the
village or even district level.
Beekeeping by its nature has seasonal crisis of disease management and so on.
There should be a hierarchy of beekeeping experts and trainers in the village‘s blocks,
Tehsils, Districts and then finally in the universities to be able to have effective feed
back to and from the beekeepers.
9. Poor Quality Control for the Production of Honey:
This is a very important aspect of beekeeping and needs to be stressed upon.
Some beekeepers extract honey from brood frames by which damages the brood and
the honey extracted is of poor quality.
All beekeepers do not maintain separate super chambers for the production of
honey. Many beekeepers do not use queen excluders. The queen lays eggs in the
honey chamber thereby lower the honey quality.Honey only develops the flavor which is
particular to each flower source if it is allowed to stay in the hive a little more after the
bees seal the frames.
Beekeepers do not use the techniques of keeping supers in warm rooms with a
forced airflow before extraction.
In case, unripe honey is extracted, it is high in moisture content and lacking in
colour, flavor and quality. Honey is also poorly stored by beekeepers. The honey in
contact with the old tin plate becomes blackish in colour and loses flavor. Food grade
plastic containers need to be developed for storing honey.
10. Disease Prevention Control and Analysis:
This is the major problem for the development of beekeeping in India. We need
to have regional and also central bee disease analysis laboratories.
No control on the use of pesticides by farmers leading to death of bee colonies in
Field locations. The indiscriminate use of pesticides leads to the destruction of bee
colonies in the field.
There is no legislation restricting the farmer from the use of pesticides that are
harmful to bee colonies.
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11. Finance and Insurance : There is lack of sufficient financial help from government
and lending institutions for the development of beekeeping. Beekeeping requires long
term loans at easy rates of interest. The bee colony produces honey only after almost a
year initially and then seasonally. Beekeepers need help to be able to get finance for
bee colonies and equipment.
Insurance of bee colonies needs to be done at a reasonable premium so that
beekeepers can recover their losses in case of disease or the loss of bees due to other
factors.
No tax or other monetary benefits for beekeeping. Beekeeping is neither
considered an industry nor an agricultural activity and there is no tax benefit on
beekeeping income.
12. Marketing :
Marketing of honey is a major constraint which discourages the producers.
Without proper marketing, the beekeeping industry cannot flourish to its maximum. Bulk
honey collected from different producers is often of poor quality and fails to meet the
national and international standards. In the export markets, there is great completion
and importing countries have strict quality requirements regarding aroma, colour,
consistency and floral source. Most of the producers are not aware of these standards
and ultimately they fail to meet the national and international standards. An evaluative
study conducted by found that marketing was one of the major problems in beekeeping
as stated by 65 percent of the beekeepers. Non fixation of minimum support prices
for beekeeping products, variant prices and unorganized market were other
troublesome factors in marketing of bee products. Another study conducted by
researcher also reported that regarding sale of honey, there was no specific market and
beekeepers were selling their produce without any brand name also reported marketing
problem of the bee products and found that there was no specific market for sale of
honey. It was reported that 65-70% beekeepers have highlighted the problem of honey
marketing and low price for bee products.
12. Pricing Structures for Honey:
Fewer prices of bee products (honey, bees wax, etc.) were second major
problem faced by 77 percent beekeepers. Actually there was a big gap between
producer‘s price and retail price. This factor irritates the beekeepers a lot. Lower rates
of extracted honey have affected 90 percent of producers and 70 percent of
intermediaries.
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FACILITY PROVIDED BY CENTRAL/STATE GOVERNMENT:
Govt. of India and State Governments have taken many steps to resolve the
problems of beekeepers and honey processing. These are given as below:
1.
Regarding all the problems mentioned above, the Khadi & Village Industry
Commission, Govt. of India, Ministry of MSME provides training, subsidy, finance and
marketing assistance. The addresses of Beekeping Industry under KVIC are given as
below:
Address of Beekeeping Industry under KVIC.
Directorate of Forest Based Industry,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Gramodaya, 3 Irla Road, Vile Parle (W),
Mumbai- 400 056.
Phone / Fax– 022-26708064
Email- fbi@kvic.gov.in
web- www.kvic.gov.in

Central Bee Research and Training
Institute
Khadi & Village Industries commission,
153, GaneshKhind Road, Pune – 411
016 Maharashtra.
Phone 020-25675865
Fax- 020-25655351
Email- cbrti.pune@kvic.gov.in /
cbrtipune@gmail.com

Address of State Bee Keeping & Extension Center under Directorate Forest Based Industry
KVIC
Sr. Name
No State
1. Jammu
Kashmir

of Location of SBEC
& The In-Charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Gandhu Seva Sadan, Hiranagar.
Kathua Jammu
(Jammu & Kashmir)

Name & Contact Numbers of
Concerned
Shri S. K Bhatt
Mo. no. 09419138830
State Office, KVIC Jammu
Phone -0191-2458333
Fax- 0191-2433412.

2.

Punjab

In-charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Rajas Farm, Orchards, I. T. Park Road
Fatehgarhsahi, Bassipathana, Punjab

State office, KVIC Chandigarh
Phone- 0172-2701261
Fax-0172- 2702690

3.

H.P.

In-charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Near Play Ground Committee Gsali
Kangara – 176 001
(Himachal Pradesh)

Shri. R. Bhardwaj
Mo. no.09805401860
Div Office, KVIC, Dharmashala
Phone- 01892-222919
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4.

Uttar
Pradesh

In-charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
MTDC, Pnjokhra, P.O. Kandhla
Muzaffernagar- 247 775
(Uttar Pradesh)

Shri. Sundar pal
Mo. no. 09758918836
Shri Vinod – 09359208919
Divisional Office Meerut
Phone – 0121-2647645
Fax- 0121-2653288.

5.

Uttaranchal

The In-Charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Multi Disciplinary Training Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
P.B.No 27,Haldawani-263139
Dist-Nanital Uttaranchal

Shri. P.S Rautela
Mo.no. 09412327168
State Office, KVIC, Dehradun
Phone- 0135-2627241

6.

Bihar

The In-Charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Dr Rajendra Prasad Multi Disciplinary
Training Center
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Post- B.V. College, Sheikhpura Patna800014 Bihar

Shri. Bijoy Kr. Singh
08987312132
State Office, KVIC, Patna
Phone- 0612-2224983
Fax- 0612-2228010

7.

Jharkhand

In-Charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
C/O Chhotanagpur Khadi Gramodyog
Sansthan, sarvodaya Ashram, Tirl DistRanchi-834004 (Jharkhand)

Shri. S.D Choudhary
Mo.no. 7870934755
State office, KVIC, Ranchi
Phone / Fax – 0651 2213839

8.

West Bengal

The In-charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center
Multi Disciplinary Training Center
(MDTC)
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Abhay Ashram Campus, Post-Birati,
Kolkatta-700051 (West Bengal)

Shri Rajwar
Mo. no 9932489284
State office, KVIC, Kolkata
Phone- 033-2211949
Fax- 033-22114345

9.

Assam

Shri Chandn Haloi
Mo. no. 9864808560
State Office, KVIC, Guwahati
Phone- 0361-2461023

10

Orissa

In Charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center,
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
KVIC Complex, Rupnagar, Guwahati781032 (Assam)
In-charge,
State Beekeeping Extension Center
Multi Disciplinary Training Center
Khadi & Village Industries Commission,
Udyogpuri, Po-Khandagiri,
Bhubaneshwar-751030 (Orissa)
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Shri Bandhua Naik
Mo.no.9937340148
State
office,
KVIC,
Bhubaneswar
Phone / Fax- 0674-2351161

11

12

13

14

15

Andhra
Pradesh

The In-charge,
Shri V.S RaoState Beekeeping Extension Center
Mo. no. 9440943710
Khadi & Village Industries Commission, Div. Office, Visakhapatnam
Pedavegi (M) At/Post- Vijayrai-534475
Phone/Fax- 0891 2561156
Dist-West Godavari (Andhra Pradesh)
Kerala
The In-charge,
Shri. Gomatinayakam
Multi Disciplinary Training Centre,
Mo. no 9495423589
State Beekeeping Extension Center
State office, KVIC, Trivendram
Khadi & Village Industries Commission, Phone /Fax 0471 2331061
Nadathara, Trichur -680751 (Kerala)
Tamilnadu
The In-charge,
Shri J. R.K Das
State Beekeeping, Extension Center,
Mo. no 9487273124
Khadi & Village Industries Commission, Div. office, KVIC, Madurai.
KVIC, Kuzhithurai at 16/6, Kalpalathadi, Phone- 0452- 2386792
Kuzhithurai, Tamilnadu
Fax- 0452-2386762
Gujarat
The In charge,
Shri Jagbir Singh
State Beekeeping, Extension Center,
Mo.no. 9426585898
Khadi & Village Industries Commission, State
Office,
KVIC,
C/o Gujrat Khadi Mandal Campus,
Ahemadabad
Gandhi Ashram, Ashram Road,
Phone /Fax- 079-26579974
Ahemadabad- 380 027. Gujarat
Maharashtra The In charge,
Shri S.V Ghude
State Beekeeping, Extension Center,
Mo. No 9970527340
2nd Floor, somalwar Bhvan, Mount road Div. office, KVIC, Nagpur
Ext. Sadar, Nagpur- 492 001
Phone- 0712-3918033
( Maharashtra)
Fax- 0712-2565151
KVIC through it‘s Central Bee Research & Training Institute (CBRTI) and its 15 State
Beekeeping Extension centers (SBEC), 100 registered institutions, Cooperatives and
State Khadi and V.I. Boards are undertaking training programs throughout the country.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Diploma Beekeeping
6 months
Certificate course Beekeeping 1 month
Rock-bee handling
20 days
Elementary Beekeeping
15 days
Short term course beekeeping 5 days
Queen Rearing, pollination, 15 days
bee pathology, CF Sheet, etc.
Honey Processing
5 days.
Analysis of honey
5 days.
Tailor made course
10-15
days
Management of Apis mellifera 1 week
Melittopalynology pollen & 1 week
propolis collection
Training in Honey Testing Kit 1 day
Hobbyist training
5 days
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B. Sc. (Biology/ Agri./ Forestry)
SSC or equivalent
Honey Hunters / Tribal
SSC or equivalent
Hobbyist or Amateurs
Persons
with
background
in
beekeeping / beekeepers.
Any one – Not specified
B.Sc. Chemistry
In-service persons of Govt. Org. /
beekeeping cooperatives / NGOs
Persons with beekeeping background
Persons with beekeeping background
Anyone
Anyone

Apart from the CBRTI, training and extension programs of KVIC are being
undertaken at 15 State Beekeeping extension centers. The main functioning of these
SBECs are to impart training to prospective beginners and giving skill upgradation,
extension services to Beekeepers/ farmers in honeybee breeding, queen rearing,
encouraging migration of bee colonies, recognizing bee diseases, disseminating
technologies for pollen, propolis and Royal Jelly collection, etc. All training programs
mentioned in the above table are conducted at SBEC except courses mentioned at Sr.
1, 2 &7. The technical staff are master beekeeper and shall be used for beekeeping
exclusively.
National Bee Board, Department of Agriculture & Cooperation, New Delhi
The main activity of National Bee Board is to register beekeepers farmers,
society, scientist & Development worker, equipments manufacturers & traders, state
level organization engaged in the development and honey processing may get detail
information in website:https://nbb.gov.in/index.html.
The Department facilitated efforts by providing seed money through Small Farmers'
Agri-Business Consortium (SFAC) for enabling the private sector to join hands in
forming the National Bee Board as a Registered Society under Societies Registration
Act, XXI of 1860 on 19th July, 2000 & promoted by the Small Farmers' Agri-Business
Consortium (SFAC). In May 2005, Beekeeping has been included as a supplemental
activity under National Horticulture Mission (NHM) for promoting cross pollination of
Horticultural Crops.
Department of Horticulture and Food Processing, U.P.Govt. Lucknow
This department also provide training, distribution of bee boxes, subsidy etc. on
beekeeping and honey processing in various 15 district of Uttar Pradesh State for
business purpose among the farmers of the state. The centers for training and technical
know-how etc. are available at Allahabad, Saharanpur, Basti & Moradabad. Sub
Centers are situated in Lucknow, Allahabad, Gorakhpur, Agra, Bareilly, Varanasi,
Sultanpur, Ghazipur, Jaunpur, Faizabad, Kanpur Nagar and Azamgarh.
Chandrashekhar Azad University of Agriculture & Technology Nawabganj,
Kanpur
Training, technical know-how on beekeeping/apiculture, honey processing is
available in the university.
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Bihar
The tradition of beekeeping in Bihar is very old and it was in practice with Apis
cerana, which were kept in earthen pots. The beekeeping was flourishing well in Bihar,
however, there was a setback to beekeeping industry in the 1980s due to disease
caused by TSBV (Thaisac brood virus). In 1987-88 Apis mellifera bees were introduced
in Bihar with 15 colonies by the All India Coordinated Research Project on Honey bee,
DRPCAU, Bihar, Pusa centre. The bees adopted themselves quiet well in different agro
climatic conditions prevailing in the state.
The litchi honey produced in Bihar has better taste, colour and flavour than the
honey produced in other states due to variation in ecological conditions. Litchi honey is
very popular and has high demand nationally and internationally. This region has three
to four honey flow season (Litchi, Mustard, Mix honey of Mung, Till, Jamun and
Drumstick) compared to one or two in other states. There is a vast area of litchi
orchards in the state and more than four varieties of litchi are found extending the
flowering period for about a 20-25 days to a month.
Bihar is located in the eastern part of the country and has the advantage of rich
flora and ecological conditions for beekeeping and has high potential for beekeeping
and production of beehive products. The weather conditions prevailing in the state are
more conducive for beekeeping as the favourable temperature (25-35ºC) prevail
throughout the year except during the months of May – June and December-January,
for few weeks. The adverse weather conditions are easily overcome by proper
management of colonies. Though, Apis mellifera unlike Apis cerana is free from any
dreaded diseases the colonies suffer from the attack of wax moths, wasps, mites and
ants but beekeepers adopt successfully preventive control measures to check the loss
of colonies from natural enemies.
Punjab
Punjab is the leading state in beekeeping in the country, with about 35,000
beekeepers producing about 15,000 metric tonnes of honey. This accounts for more
than 39 per cent of the country‘s apiary honey production.
Research, Punjab Agricultural University (PAU), is the pioneer in successful
introduction, multiplication and establishment of high honey yielding Italian bee in
Punjab and had been instrumental in its spread throughout the country. This bee
species has brought commercialization and industrialization in beekeeping in the
country.
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University plays a key role in developing bee keeping.
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Teaching
Commercial apiculture course is offered to under graduate students specialized in
agriculture. Special lecture on bees and bee keeping are delivered from time to time
visiting students of other academic institutions.
A bee park has been established recently which serves as an excellent teaching apiary
where the behaviour of all bee species can be studied at close quarters
Research
Both short term and long term bee research programme are being carried out on the
following topics.
Prospects of bee keeping with Italian bees in selected regions of Tamil Nadu.
Biology and management of stingless honey bee
Behavior of open air nesting honey bees
Absconding and swarming behavior of Indian bees
Impact of pesticides on honey bees
Floral resources for honey bees
Bee-palm mutualism in coconut
Extension Training
Different types of bee keeping trainings are arranged by the Department of Entomology
Hands on trainings are imparted especially to alleviate the fear of getting stung during
hive inspection.
Free Training
Government of India has identified the Department of Entomology as a training centre to
impart bee keeping skills.
One week training is organized exclusively for small and marginal farmers with GOI
funds.
Number of trainings per year: 2-3
Pay and learn training
Trainings are organized for one day on pay and learn basis on every 6th day of the
month.
Training fee excluding boarding and lodging Rs.150/Bee keeping manual is provided to each participant on cost
Hands on training

Motivational training
Training duration
Collaborators
Training Fee

: 1-2 days
: Krishi Vigyan Kendras
: Free
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Other activities
Farm school on bee keeping through All India Radio
Bee keeping correspondence course in association with Directorate of Extension
Education based on need
Consultancy visits to private apiaries to solve field problems
Consultancy
Consultancy is provided in the following fields on nominal cost.
Hiving natural bee colonies
Driving off rock bees from combs without killing them.
Sale of comb foundation sheets
To start commercial apiary unit
For further queries and clarifications, please contact
The Professor and Head
Department of Agricultural Entomology
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
Coimbatore 641 003
Phone: 0422-6611214, 6611414

Meghalaya
Apiculture is one of the specific missions under the IBDLP which can play a
crucial role in poverty reduction, employment generation and livelihood promotion. The
Department of Commerce & Industries, Government of Meghalaya, in partnership with
the MIE, Shillong, launched the State Apiculture Mission under the aegis of the
Integrated Basin development and Livelihood Promotion Programme (IBDLP) on the
16th October, 2014, at Polo Ground, Shillong.
The Apiculture Mission has been initiated across the State in a convergent mode
with the Department of Commerce and Industries. The Mission has been designed to
spur initiatives integrative with Meghalaya‘s biophysical attributes to confer livelihood
improvement through gainful employment of the local populace. It was conceived as a
mission-mode apiculture development strategy underpinned by intensified honey
production, domain expansion of honey product development, creation of market
linkages for profitable marketing of honey and honey products, and community
engagement for creating an effective and sustainable income source through
infrastructural and human capacity development. Technical assistance along with
innovative financing and market linkages under institutionalized management are the
key vehicles for implementing the strategy for up scaling and promoting apiculture as an
organized enterprise.
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Ramnagar (Kurukshetra), Haryana
Integrated Beekeeping Development Centre (An Indo-Israel Project),
NH-1, G.T. Road, Ramnagar (Kurukshetra), Haryana-136135,
Email: ibdcramnagar@gmail.com, Facebook: ibdcramnagar,
Phone No. 99963-95694
The Integrated Beekeeping Development Centre (IBDC), Ram Nagar,
Kurukshetra is a joint exercise of Haryana Govt., MASHAV and CINADCO with the
assistance of professional and technical experts from India and Israel.
This centre for honey bees has been well furnished with infrastructure facilities
for beekeepers and farmers training programme as well as with technological
managements of bee hives, pest and disease, multiplication of queens and role of
honey bee in pollination of Agricultural and Horticultural crops. The centre is also
promoting automatic processing of honey, quality control, value addition of honey,
manufacturing of quality beehives and comb foundation sheet for the benefit of
beekeepers in the state.
The centre was established in 2017-18 by the Department of Horticulture, Govt.
of Haryana with funding from the Govt. of India. The centre organizes the 01, 03, 04 &
45 days training programme on ―Scientific Beekeeping‖.
Setting Up of Testing Lab for Testing of Honey & Honey Products
In India it is essential to comply ―The Food Safety and Standards of Authority of
India (FSSAI‖) under the Food Safety Standards Act, 2006 for manufacturing of food
products. Although, quality control of Honey & Honey Products are being accessed
through the various parameters and depends upon the customer‘s requirements, but
for holistic quality checks, there is need to have the complete facilities of quality
evaluations. Such laboratory should also be recognized by National Accreditation Board
for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) or an equivalent accreditation agency
and recognized by the Food Authority under section 43.
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TESTING FACILITIES REQUREMENTS FOR HONEY & HONEY PRODUCTS
Infrastructure:
A.

Land Building:

The Scope of testing facilities to provide the service to Honey & Honey Products in
its cluster is required to assure the products quality for human consumption. The
infrastructure to be created depends upon the need and scope of testing. The basic
requirements of the laboratories are given below:
1. Sensory Laboratory
2. Physical Laboratory
3. Chemical Laboratory
4. Microbiological Laboratory
5. Toxic substance analysis Laboratory
6. Pesticides residues Laboratory
Laboratory having the competency to carry out the complete testing as per the
Food Safety Standards Regulations 2011 and Food Safety and Standards
(Contaminants, Toxins and Residues) for Honey & Honey Products and such type of
laboratory is called referral Food Laboratory. Land & Building with the above section
of laboratories of test facilities may cost approx. Rs. 2.50 Crores.
B.

Technical Requirements
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Chemicals
and
Glassware‘s
All
the
laboratories
need
laboratory/analytical grade chemicals, Glassware‘s and other essential
materials needed in the laboratory.
Instruments - Honey & Honey Products may have elements contamination
due to many stages of processing of the end products. This contamination
may also occur due to agro practices of cultivation. To carry out the
instrumental testing specially metal, microbiological, pesticides residual
etc. needs highly sophisticated instruments (chromatographic and
spectroscopy etc.) with PPB level accuracy.
Traceable Standards for testing- To maintain the credibility of the testing
laboratory, accuracy is the prime factor for which laboratory need to have
NIST / or other standards for in house calibration as per the accreditation
body norms is mandatory.
Requirements of Calibration:
Laboratory can get their equipments/ instruments and glassware etc,
calibrated from the National Metrological Laboratory in the knowledge that
the calibration is of internationally traceable.
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The Essential list of Instruments/ equipments, apparatus used in analysis are as
followed:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Anemometer
Bomb Calorimeter
Laminar flow
Atomic Absorption
Spectrometer
Polarimeter
Digital Refractometer

8.
9.
10.
11.

pH Meter
Moisture analyzer
Viscometer
LC MSMS

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Texture Analyzer
Color Meter
Crude fiber assembly
Distillation assembly
Deep freezer
Band Sealer with Nitrogen flushing
Mechanical Jaggary drier
Titration assembly
Laboratory Hoods

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Laboratory Pumps
Homogenizer
Vacuum Oven
muffle furnace
Refrigerator
Rotatory Meter
Shaking Incubator
Mixer Grinder
Sonicator
Soxhlet apparatus
Incubator
Colony counter
Laboratory crusher
Elisa Reader washer
Auto clave Centrifuge
Hot air oven
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37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Hunter cooler lab
Weighing
Balance
(Sensitivity
according to the requirements)
Laboratory sterilization equipments
Environment control chamber
Dehumidify fire
Water activity Meter

Products Nutrition Facts:
The details of average nutrition facts of the product are given below:
Nutritional value per 100 g (3.5 oz)
Energy
1,272 kJ (304 kcal)
Carbohydrates
82.4 g
Sugars
82.12 g
Dietary fiber
0.2 g
Fat
0g
Protein
0.3 g
Vitamins
Quantity %DV†
3%
Riboflavin (B2)
0.038 mg
1%
Niacin (B3)
0.121 mg
Pantothenic acid 1%
(B5)
0.068 mg
2%
Vitamin B6
0.024 mg
1%
Folate (B9)
2 μg
1%
Vitamin C
0.5 mg
Minerals
Calcium
Iron
Magnesium
Phosphorus

Quantity %DV†
1%
6 mg
3%
0.42 mg
1%
2 mg
1%
4 mg
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Potassium
Sodium
Zinc
Other
constituents
Water

1%
52 mg
0%
4 mg
2%
0.22 mg
Quantity
17.10 g

Expenditure of requirement for setting of Laboratory :
S.N

Particulars

A

Infra structure

i

Land & Building Built up Area – 500 Sqr. mtrs

B

Technical

i

Instrument and Equipments

200

ii

Consumable (Glassware‘s and chemicals)

15

Iii

Manpower : 1 Chemist/Sugar Technologist
: 2 Lab Assistant
: 2 Assistant
: 1 Accountant/Store
: 1 Computer Operator
: 1 Security Guard
NIST Traceable Standards (all testing) etc.
Total cost ( in Lakhs)

20

iv

Cost ( in Lakh)
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150

20
405.00

Agmark Standard of Honey
1. (1) These rules may be called the Honey Grading and Marking Rules, 2008.
(2) They shall apply to all type of honey.
(3) They shall come into force on the date of their final publication in the
Official Gazette.
2. Definitions. - In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires.(a) "Agricultural Marketing Adviser" means the Agricultural Marketing Adviser to the
Government of India;
(b) "authorized packer" means a person or a body of persons who has been granted
certificate of authorization to grade and mark honey in accordance with the provisions of
these rules;
(c) "certificate of authorization" means a certificate issued under the General Grading
and Marking Rules,1988 made under section 3 of the Agricultural Produce (Grading
and Marking) Act, 1937 (1 of 1937);
(d) "honey" means the natural sweet substance produced by honey bees from the
nectar of blossoms or from secretions of plants, which honey bees collect, transform
and store in honey combs for ripening.
(e) "Schedule" means a schedule appended to these rules.
3. Grade designation: For the purpose of these rules, the grade designations shall be
the name of the grades which indicate the quality of honey as set out in Schedule II.
4. Quality. - For the purpose of these rules, the quality of honey shall be such as
set out in Schedule II.
5. Grade designation mark.-The grade designation mark shall consist of "AGMARK
INSIGNIA" consisting of a design incorporating the certificate of authorization number
and the word "AGMARK", name of the commodity, grade designation resembling the
one as set out in Schedule I.
6. Method of packing.- (1)The Honey shall be packed in new clean glass containers,
china-ware lacquered cans, acid resistant lacquered tin container, cartons ,pet jars of
food grade quality or any other containers or packing material of food grade quality as
may be approved by the Agricultural Marketing Adviser from time to time.
(2) All packing material shall be securely closed and sealed in a manner approved
by the Agricultural Marketing Adviser.
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(3) Honey shall be packed in pack sizes as per instructions of the Agricultural
Marketing Adviser issued from time to time.
(4) The containers shall not be composed wholly or partly of any poisonous or
Deleterious substances which renders the contents injurious to health.
(5) The containers shall also be free from insect infestation, fungus contamination
or any obnoxious and undesirable smell. The screwed caps shall be of non-corrosive
and non-reactive material to honey.
Schedule II
Grade designation and quality of Honey
(see rules 3 and 4)
(1) "Honey" shall be obtained from the natural sweet substance produced by honey
bees from the nectar of blossoms or from secretions of plants, which honey bees
collect, transform and store in honey combs for ripening.
(2) Minimum requirements:
(i) Honey shall be,(a) well ripened, natural product produced by honey bees;
(b) of sweet flavour, pleasant odour and taste and characteristic aroma;
(c) of uniform colour through out and may vary from light to dark brown;

(d) free from visible mould, inorganic or organic matters such as insects, insect
debris, brood or grains of sand dirt, pieces of beeswax, the fragments of bees
and other insects and free from any other extraneous matter;
(e) free of any added food additives such as colour, vitamins, minerals and saccharin;
(f) free of toxic substances arising from the micro organisms or plants which may
constitute a hazard to health;
(g) free of any objectionable flavour, aroma or taint absorbed from foreign matter
during its processing and storage;
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(h) be free from suspended particles.
(ii) Honey shall not have begun to ferment or effervesee. Filtration is permitted
to remove objectionable matter provided sufficient pollen grains which characterized the
honey are retained.
(iii) Honey shall not be heated to such an extent that its essential composition
and quality are impaired.
(iv) Honey shall have been strained clear through a double thickness of cheese cloth
(150 microns) at a temperature below 65 degree.

List of Accredited Food Testing Laboratories
Sl. No.

Name and contact details of the Laboratories

1.

Apex Testing and Research Laboratory, New Delhi
Dr. Ashish Kant Jain,
B-90, Shardapuri, Ramesh Nagar, Near Mother Diary,
New Delhi-110015
Tel: 011-47081611, Mob.08376945025, 9350049916
Email:infor.apex2015@gmail.com,
apextesting.researchlab2015@gmail.com

2.

Arbro Pharmaceuticals Limited , Delhi
Mr. Raman Malik (Regional Manager) Analytical Division,
4/9, Kirti Nagar, Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015
Tel.:011-45754575, Mob.+919312154614
Email:r.malik@arbro.net, arbrolab@arbropharma.com

3.

Avon Food Lab Private Limited, Delhi
Mr. Sunil Kuamr Kochar (CEO),
C-35/23, Lawrence Road Industrial Area, Delhi-110035
Tel:011-45202222, Mob.:09810004270
Email:sunil.kochar@avondfoodlab.com,
marketing@avonfoodlab.com

4.

Bharat Test House, Delhi
Mr. Anil Kumar Taliwal (Director Tech)
454/2, Timber Marjket Azadpur Commercial Complex,
Delhi-110033
Tel:011-27672629, 27675696 Fax:011-43851204
Mob.:09810922051
Email:bthinfo@bharattesthouse.com,
crm@bharattesthouse.com
Delhi Test House, Delhi
Mr. M.C.Goel (Director),
A-62/3, G.T.Karnal Road, Industrial Area,
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5.

Opp. Hans Cinema, Azadpur, New Delhi-110033
Tel: 011-47075555
Email: info@delhitesthouse.com
6.

Eurofins Analytical Services India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi
Dr.Gouri Sathpaty (Sr. Manager),
Ground Floor, S-2, Phase II, Okhla Industrial Area,
New Delhi-110020
Tel :011-33152708
Mob. :07259451031
Email:infoindia@durofins.com

7.

Fair Quality Institute (Food Anlysis & Industrial Research Quality
Institute), New Delhi
Mr. D.K.Misra (C.E.O.)
Plot NO.635, IInd Floor, Opposite Metro Pillar No.512,
Main Rohtak Road, Mundka, New Delhi-110041
Tel: 011-32029751, Mobile :09818961567
Email : fqilab@gmail.com, fairqualityinstitute@gmail.com

8.

FICCI Research and Analysis Centre, New Delhi
Mr.J.S.Sandhu (Director-Technical),
Plot No.2A, Sector-8, Dwarka, New Delhi-110077
Tel: 011-45333500/510
Mobile:+91-7042296346
Fax: 011- 25360802
Email: jsandhu@fraclabs.org.

9.

ITL Labs Private Limited,
Mr. Sanjay Mehra (Quality Manager)
B-283-284, Mangolpuri, Industrial Area, Phase-1, Delhi-110083
Tel: 011—27915654, 65368717,
Fax No. L011-27923339
Mobile :91 9811055913
Email: itl94@hotmail.com, itllabs@gmail.com,
qa.itllabs@gmail.com

10.

Microchem Silliker Private Limited, New Delhi
Mr.Vimlendu Pandey (Deputy General Manager)
8/41-A, 2nd Floor, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area,
New Delhi-110015
Tel : 011-45061829, 45061828
Mobile:91 9711332557
Email: vimlendu.pandey@mxns.com

11.

Quality Services & Laboratories, New Delhi
Mr.Mridul Kohli (C.E.O.),
Plot No. 10, Second Floor, D.S.I.D.C., Scheme-III,
Okhla Industrial Ara, Phase-II, New Delhi-110020
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Tel: 011-26385513, 26385514, Fax:011-26385516
Mob.:09811995014
Email:corp@qsl.co.in, mridul_kohli@qsl.co.in
12.

Shriram Institute for Industrial Research,Delhi
Dr.K.M.Chacko(Director)
19,University Road,New Delhi-110007
Tel: 011-27667267Extn. 101/114, Fax:011-27667207
Mob.:9818360622,9999762331(PS)
Email:doff@Shriraminstitute.org,
kmchacko@shriraminstitute.org

13.

Singma Test And Research Centre,Delhi
Mr.Rahul Gupta (Vice President)
BA-15,Mangolpuri Industrial Area, Phase-II,
Delhi-110034
Tel:011-49491414
Mobile:09811565000
Email: rahul@sigmatest.org,info@sigmatest.org

14.

Sophisticated Industrial Materials Analytical
Limited,Delhi
Mr.J.S. chadha(Director)
A-3/7 Mayapuri Industrial Area, Phase-II
New Delhi -110064
Tel:011-43854300-29, Fax:01143854330
Mobile:09810021737
Email:qa@simalab.co.in,testing@simalab.co.in

15.

Spectro Analytical Labs Limited,Delhi
Mr.Kamal K.Mehta(Executive Director)
E- 41, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase – 2, New Delhi -110020
Tel: 011-40522000,40522000
Mobile:09818377989
Email: kkm@spectro.in, care@spectro.in, umesh@spectro.in

16.

Standard Analytical Laboratory(ND) Private Limited
Dr.Priyanka Mishra (Quality Manager)
69, Functional Industrial Estate, Patparganj,Delhi – 110092
Tel : 011-22143265,22143266
Fax: 011-45130672
Mobile: 099907711838,08447498888
Email: info@testinglaboratoryindia.com,
customercare@testinglaboratoryindia.com

17.

Dove Research & Analytics, Panchkula
Mr. Anil Arya (M.D.)
Plot no. 298, industrial Area, Phase-II,Panchkula -134109,Haryana
Tel: 0172-5010127; Mobile: 09876971976
Email: drachd@gmail.com
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Labs

Private

18.

Fare Labs Private Limited, Gurugram
Mr. D. Mathur (Director)
L 17/3,DLF-Phase-II M.G. Road, Gurugram – 122002,Haryana
Mobile: 09312664533
Email: farelabs@farelabs.com

19.

Advance Research and Analytical Services, Ghaziabad
Mr. Neeraj Kumar Mishra (CEO)
1/8, South side G.T. Road, Bulandshar Industrial area,Near Adity
Business Centre, Lal Kuan, NH-24,Ghaziabad-201009,U.P.
Tel:0120-2740390
Mobile:+919811226555,9654360432
Email:info@arasindia.com, richa@arsindia,com,
ritu@arsindia.com

20.

AES Laboratories Private Limited, Noida
Mr. Vishal Arora (Director)
B-118, Phase-II, Noida-201304,Uttar Pradesh
Tel:0120-4646713
Mobile:+919811331569
Email:vishal.arora@aeslabs.com,tqm@aeslabs.com,
support@aeslabs.com

21.

Atharva Laboratories Pvt.Ltd.Noida
Ms.Aprana Parvatikar(directot)
B-100, Phase-II, Noida -201305,Uttar Pradesh
Tel:0120-4559212,
Fax:0120-4324818
Mobile:8588840612
Email:alplgreaternoida@gmail.com,
atharvalabpvtltd@gmail.com

22.

Eko Pro Engineers Private Limited, Ghaziabad
Mr.Amit Saxena (Quality Manager)
32/41,South Side of G.T. Road, UPSIDC Industrial Area,
Ghaziabad-201009,U.P.
Mobile:+919810243870
Email:ekoproengineers@gmailcom

23.

Food Analysis and Research Laboratory (FARL),Allahabad
Mr.Rahul Agarwal
Centre of food Technology,
Science Faculty Campur, University of Allahbad,
Allahbad-211002
Tel:0532-2460289
Fax:0532-2460289
Email:farlcft@gmail.com,qacellcft@gmail.com
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24.

National Test House (Northern Region),Ghaziabad
Mr. Buddh Prakash (Scientist SB (Chemical)
Kamla Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad-201002
Tel:0120-2783276,2789493,
Fax:0120-2789883
Email:nthnr-ca@nic.in

25.

Atharva Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Noida
Ms.Aparna Parvatikar (Director)
B-100, Phase-II, Noida-201 305, Uttar Pradesh
Tel: 0120-4559212
Fax:0120-4324818
Mob.: 8588840612
Email: alplgreaternodia@gmail.com
atharvalabpvtltd@gmail.com

26.

EKo Pro Engineers Private Limited, Ghaziabad,
Mr.Amit Saxena (Quality Manager),
32/41, South Side of G.T.Road, UPSIDC Industrial Area,
Ghaziabad-201009, U.P.,
Mobile :+91 9810243870
Email: ekoproengineers@gmail.com

27.

Food Analysis and Research Laboratory (FARL), Allahabad
Mr. Rahul Agarwal,
Centre of Food Technology,
Science Faculty Campus, University of Allahabad,
Allahabad-211002
Tel: 0532-2460289,
Fax:0532-2460289
Mobile:+91 9450586942
Email : farlcft@gmail.com, qacellcft.@gmail.com

28.

National Test House (Northern Region), Ghaziabad
Mr. Buddh Prakash (Scientist SB (Chemical),
Kamla Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad-201 002
Tel : 0120-2783276, 2789493,
Fax: 0120-2789883
E-mail : nthnr-ca@nic.in

29.

Regional Food Research & Analysis Centre (Department of Horticulture
and Food Processing, U.P.), Lucknow
Dr.S.K.Chauhan (Director)
Udyan bhawan Campus, 2-Sapru Marg,Lucknow-226001
Uttar Pradesh,
Tel: 0522-4008358, Mob: 7052157777
E-mail: rfraclko2015@gmail.com
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30.

Cali-Labs Private Limited, Indore
Mr.V.G.Narula (Director)
HX-21, E-7, Arera Colony,
Bhopal-462016, Madhya Pradesh
Tel:0755-4218014, Fax:755-2461836
Mobile:Calilabs@gmail.com

31.

QTTL Lab Private Limited, Indor
Mr.Jayesh Agarwal (Director)
301-302 Labbaiq Regency, 4/2 Old Palasia,
Indoare-452 009, Madhya Pradesh
Tel:0731-3062786, 4021739

32.

Anacon Laboratory Private Limited, Nagpur
Dr. S.D.Garway (Technical Manager)
FP-34, 35 Butibori Food Park, Five Star Industrial Estate,
Nagpur-441122, Maharashtra
Tel:0712-2242077
Mobile: 09823167077
Email:labngp@anacon.in, anaconngp@gmail.com

33.

Ashwamedh Engineers & Consultants, Nasik
Mrs. Aparna S. Pharande (CEO),
Survey No. 102, Plot No.26,
Wadala Pathardi Road, Indira nagar, Nashik-422009,
Maharashtra
Tel:0253-2392225, 2391835 (direct), Fax. No.0253-2392225
Mob.:09325385516/9822261081
Email:sales@ashwamedhi.net,
ashwamedhi_nashik@hotmail.com, aparna@ashwamedh.net

34.

Doctor’s Analytical Laboratories Private Limited, Mumbai
Mr. Anand D.Sathe (Director-Technical)
Plot No.R.809, TTCMIDC Rabale,
Off. Thane Belapur Road, Rabale,
Navi Mumbai-400701
Tel.No.022-27600240, Fax No.022-65172645
Mob.:9769918541
Email: ashay.mehta@dalpl.co.in, anand.sathe@dalpil.co.in

35.

Equinox Solutions, Navi Mumbai
Mr. Ashwin Bhadri (General Manager),
Equinox Centre, R 65, TTC,
Rabale, Navi Mumbai-400 701
Tel:022-27644111
E-mail: ashwin@equinoxlab.com, info@equinoxlab.com
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Honey Market and Export
The honey market in India was worth Rs. 15,579 Million in 2018, registering a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 10.9% during 2012-2018. The market is
further projected to reach a value of INR 28,057 million by 2014, at a CAGR of 10.2%
during 2019-2014. Beekeeping has been one of the oldest activities in India. This
makes it one of the leading honey markets in the world which has created an intense
competition in terms of innovation and cost. Additionally, the demand for honey in India
is augmenting on account of the growing consumer preference for natural and healthy
alternatives of artificial sweeteners, rising awareness regarding the benefits of honey
and increasing popularity of various honey flavors. In addition, owing to its proven antibacterial, anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory properties, honey is projected to gain a
momentum in both the food and non-food applications across the country.

As per

APEDA the export from India during 2017-18 is in quantity 61333.88 MT and value
Rs.63218.78 Lakh.

Honey Exports from India 2017-18

Sr No.

Country

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

USA
U Arab Emts
Saudi Arab
Morocco
Qatar
Nepal
Libya
Bangladesh Pr
Canada
Iraq
Total

Qty (In MT)
Value (Rs. In Lakh)
Major export country
50,396.45
56,309.26
2,100.04
3,092.81
1,844.05
3,066.02
1,064.57
1,228.56
541.59
1,167.49
728.05
954.75
641.06
850.05
559.85
700.90
380.24
517.68
232.24
516.56
68,404.08
58,488.14
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Sr No.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Country

Qty (In MT) Value (Rs.In Lakh)
Minor export country
Oman
278.14
490.70
Germany
357.16
470.82
Belgium
315.69
397.81
Kuwait
180.60
389.73
Poland
279.03
335.48
Yemen Republc
143.20
320.98
UK
221.36
289.21
Japan
68.49
283.18
Singapore
68.10
182.19
Mauritius
84.67
171.28
Baharain Is
72.11
129.87
Australia
80.95
118.82
Malaysia
41.25
112.27
Netherland
62.12
108.75
Bhutan
57.43
100.10
Jordan
40.47
98.15
Bahamas
45.60
88.21
Tunisia
61.46
77.03
Sri Lanka Dsr
35.83
76.45
Kenya
63.55
75.80
Somalia
42.84
75.60
Netherlandantil
35.11
64.36
Spain
41.01
50.31
Philippines
4.53
38.26
Iran
23.46
32.79
Botswana
15.13
31.72
Afghanistan Tis
14.04
27.14
Pakistan Ir
24.31
24.45
Croatia
20.00
23.38
Sudan
12.00
19.75
Congo D. Rep.
10.08
16.27
Hong Kong
3.33
11.33
Nigeria
4.00
10.31
South Africa
3.54
7.59
Lebanon
4.50
7.57
Maldives
1.37
6.83
France
10.97
6.62
Korea Rp
3.52
6.37
Ghana
2.46
5.74
Congo P Rep
0.60
4.11
45

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Reunion
Barbados
Trinidad
Taiwan
Sierra Leone
Angola
Egypt A Rp
Korea Dp Rp
Zambia
Tanzania Rep
Thailand
Brunei
Togo
Cote D Ivoire
Cambodia
Seychelles
Malawi
Suriname
Mozambique
Italy
Cameroon
Madagascar
Liberia
Guyana
Uganda
Vietnam Soc Rep
Senegal
Gambia
Cyprus
Indonesia
Panama Republic
Latvia
Turkey
Russia
Rwanda
Ukraine
Brazil
Malta
New Zealand
Total
Source: APEDA

1.08
0.72
2.18
0.44
1.00
1.02
0.13
0.96
0.65
0.47
0.61
0.57
0.27
0.23
0.09
0.11
0.23
0.11
0.19
0.11
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
2845.74
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3.51
2.76
2.54
2.46
2.16
1.91
1.59
1.54
1.38
1.29
1.24
1.10
0.62
0.37
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.28
0.28
0.24
0.22
0.14
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
4814.7

MODEL PROJECT REPORT
on
Bee Keeping Apiary Unit
PRODUCTS

:

PRODUCTION CAPACITY

:

Bee Keeping Apiary Unit for 1000 Bee Colonies
(Per Annum)

S.No. Product

Quantity
(in MT)

1.

Raw Honey

35

2.

Wax

Rate in Ton Amount
(Rs. In lakh ) (Rs. In lakh)
1.20

42.00

LS

2.00

Total Sales

44.00

Cost of the Project

:

(Rs. in lakh)
69.54

Fixed Investment

:

66.04

Land

:

2.00

Building & Others

:

5.50

Machinery, Equipments etc.

:

51.54

Office furniture etc.

:

1.00

Preliminary
&
Pre-operative :
Expenses
Working capital for 3 month
:

1.00
3.50

Financial Analysis :
Profit Per Annum

:

16.42

Net Profit ratio on Sales

:

37.31

capital :

23.61

:

50.00

Rate of Return on total
investment
Break Even Point
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MODEL PROJECT REPORT
on
Bee Keeping Apiary Unit

(A)

INTRODUCTION
Beekeeping plays an important role in the sustainable agriculture as it

contributor significantly for diversification of agriculture. Beekeeping is an interesting
hobby, an ideal agro-based subsidiary enterprise, providing supplementary and
sometimes major source of income to the farmers, especially to the small farmers. It is
an ideal, eco-friendly and non-land based rural enterprise, which does not tax the farm
resources and provide sustainable livelihood to the rural people.
Bee Keeping is an industry for producing honey, wax and other products since
ancient times; honey bees have been kept in a crude manner in India Bee-keeping,
today is based upon improved methods using the principles of movable frame hive,
honey extractor and the smoker. Beekeeping is an ideal hobby because it involves
outdoor work and does not require much time. It is both interesting and instructive.
Moreover, the returns in the form of money and mental satisfaction are highly
gratifying. Beekeeping is an asset as honey bees help in increasing crop yields
through pollution and gather nectar to produce honey and wax. It is a well considered
view that the income derived by increased crop yield due to beekeeping is quite
substantial.
This project profile is prepared on Apismellifera Italian Bee Apiary Unit of 1000
Bee colonies.
(B)

MARKET POTENTIAL:
Beekeeping can be a profitable occupation in areas with good floral pasturage.

Possibility for the development beekeeping in India is tremendous due to its diverse
environment and inexhaustible floral resources obtained from natural vegetation and
cultivated crops. According to recent statistics, about 50 million hectares of land is
under the cultivation of oilseeds, pulses, orchards and other crops useful to bees and
benefitted by bee pollination. In addition, there is about 60 million hectores of forest
area with beekeeping potential. This vast area of agriculture and forest may easily
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sustain at least one crore bee colonies. Bee keeping can profitably be pursued by
men, women and children. By farmers, orchardists, and by those who are landless or
underemployed. Bee hives can be kept to the backyard or on house tops. A
subsistence farmer can get higher income from bee keeping than from other
avocations. Those who have the time and interest can manage a numb er of beehives
and make beekeeping a profitable enterprise by selling the surplus honey and wax.
Several pepple in a village or group of villages may join, together and start a cooperative, generating work and income, smokers, extractors and containers, as well
as the processing of honey and bee wax can be done locally.
(C)

PRODUCTION CAPACITY (Per annum)

Item

1.Raw Extracted honey from Apis mellifera
Italian Bee
Apiary Unit of 1000 Bee
Colonies.
2. Wax

Qty./ton Rate/per
(Rs.
In
ton
lakh)
(Rs.
In
lakh)
35
1.2
42.00

LS

2.00
Total:

(D)

44.00

BASIS & PRESUMPTIONS:
The following Basis & Presumptions have been taken into consideration for
setting up of Bee Apiary Unit:
1. The unit shall be having installed capacity of 1000 bee colonies and working in
two seasons in year.
2. In this report the recovery of raw honey has been one colonies is 35 Kg.
3. The cost of plant & machinery and equipment indicated refer to a particular
make and prices are approximate prevailing at the time of preparation of
project.
4.

Depreciation has been taken asi) On machinery and equipment @10% p.a.
ii) On office equipment & furniture @ 10%

5.

Interest on capital investment has been taken @12% p.a.
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6.

For smooth functionary of the unit it is suggested that unit should have
sufficient quantity stock of bees and its availability at the time of season.

7.

The cost of raw-materials and packaging material has been calculated on the
basis of prevailing market rate.

(E)

Beekeeping equipments:
The following equipments required for beekeeping are given below:

1. Beehive.
Kinds of beehive- Langstroth beehive, Jeolikote Villager Beehive, Newton beehive,
British Standard Beehive, Indian Standard Institute Beehive.
2. Comb-foundation sheet
3. Honey Extractor Machine.
4. Bee Veil
5. Hand Gloves
6. Ants Proof discs, cups, shoes
7. Dummy Board
8. Feeder
9. Hive Tool
10.Swarm Bag
11.Bee Escape
12. Queen Excluder
13. Queen Gate or Guard
14. Queen cage
15. Drone Trap
16. Wiring board
17. Wire embedder
18. Brush
19. Uncapping knife
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20. Smoker
21. Frame Stand
22. Uncapping tray
23. Honey Straner
24. Carrying Cage
25. Observation Hive
26. Nucleus or Breeding bee
27. Pollen trap
28. Queen Cell Protector
29. Clipping Scissors of queen
30. Weighing scale with measures & measuring equipments.
(F)

Precautionary measures for beekeeper:

1. Provide water nearby so the bees spend more time to collect nectar and less time for
water.
2. Keep bees where there is lots of forage available. Try to locate hives near nectar
Sources.
3. Provide warm, dry and clean hive to your bees.
4. Examine the colony weekly and clean the bottom board on regularly intervals.
5. Maximize colony populations before the main nectar flows.
6. Re-queening to be done at every two years.
7. Use Queen Excluder to keep the queen out of the super.
8. Provide plenty of space for bees to store their nectar before the nectar flows start.
This will help control swarming, and encourage foraging.
9. Honey should be extracted from sealed combs. Keep your honey handling equipment
clean and hygiene, should be of stainless steel.
10. Protect your stored combs from the wax moth by using ―Para dichlorobenzene‖.
11. Control diseases and parasites regularly. Every beekeeper should get to know his
bees and the diseases and parasites that can adversely affect bees.
12. Take division of colony during swarming season.
13. Unite the weak colony during draught period.
14. Provide gunny bags to hives during the heavy winter season.
Don’ts
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1. Don‘t start with one colony, hence start with at least two.
2. Don‘t keep bee colony without stand.
3. While opening the colony do not use any type of cosmetics.
4. Don‘t feed sugar water too frequently.
5. Avoid locating your hives near highways and heavy traffic roads. It causes nascence
to bees and honey contaminated with pollutants.
6. Should not migrate hives when they are full of honey. It damages your bees.
7. Don‘t use artificial comb foundation sheet in the hive.
8. Don‘t heat honey more than 67 degrees Celsius. It sacrilege to ruin the product of the
bees.
9. Don‘t add empty super without frames.
10. Don‘t harvest honey from unsealed combs/ brood chambers.
11. Don‘t keep hives open for extended period of time to avoid robbing.
12. Don‘t medicate colonies during honey flow.
13. Don‘t feed bees in plastic containers.
14. Never cover top of the hive with plastic sheet.
(G)

Standards:
The bureau of Indian Standards has laid down few specifications for beekeeping

industry which are given as below:
Title

Standard No.

Beekeepers Kit
Beehives
Honey bees-Code for conservation and maintenance
Beewax, Crude and Refind
Package Bee Box
Package Bee Box specification
Comb Foundation Mill
Comb Foundation Sheet
Fumigant Strips for Treatment of Honey-bees
Solar Wax Extractor
Beehive Stand-Part I: Folding Type

IS 14133
IS 1515
IS 6695
IS 1504
IS 14136
ISB14136
IS 3894
IS 2072
IS 8444
IS 8524
IS 1735:Part I
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(H)

FINANCIAL ASPECTS:

(i)

Land & Building:
(Rs. In lakh)
Sl.No. Description
1.
Land 200 Sq. Mt. @ Rs. 1000/- per Sq.Mt.
2.

Value
2.00
4.50

Total Built up area 150 sq.mtr.@ 3000/- sq.mtr.–
i.

Processing & Packing Premises

ii. Stock godown, Boxes, equipment etc.
iii. Office, Laboratory etc.
3.

Contingent- water boring and water storage tank, boundary

1.00

wall, gates etc.
Total:

7.50

(ii) Cost of Machinery & Equipment:

Sl.
No

Particulars of Machines

1.

Beehives with super

2.

Qty.(Nos.)

Rate (Rs.)

Amount
(Rs. In
lakh)

1000

2000

20.00

Nucleus Box

100

1000

1.00

3.

Hive Stand

300

200

0.60

4.

Ant Well

1000

50

0.50

5.

Queen excluder Sheet

500

100

0.50

6.

Feeder Frame

400

100

0.40

7.

Hive Tool

10

150

0.15

8.

Swarm Net

30

200

0.06

9.

Bee veil

30

200

0.06

10. Smoker

30

300

0.09

2

15000

0.30

1000

2000

20.00

10

600

0.06

11. Honey Extractor S.S
12. Bee Colonies
13. Wire embedar
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14. Misc. Equipment Weigh Balance
etc.

LS

15. Honey/Sugar Storage Drums

20

16. Laboratory Equipments etc.

LS

0.20
2000

0.40
0.50

Total

44.82

Packing, Forwarding, GST etc.
@ 15%

6.72
Total Cost

51.54

(iii)

Office furniture & fixture (Table, Chair, Almirah, Computer etc.)

1.00 lakh

(iv)

Preliminary & Pre-operative expenses

1.00 lakh

(I) Fixed Investment :
(Rs. In lakh)
Sl.
No

Description

1.

Land & Building

7.50

2.

Machinery & equipments

51.54

3.

Office Furniture & Fixtures

1.00

4.

Preliminary & Pre-operative expenses

1.00

Grand Total Rs.

66.04
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(J)

Working Capital (Per Annum):

(i)

Salary & Wages: (Per Annum)

Sl. No.

Designation

No.

Rate
Rs.

Month

Total
(Rs. In lakh)

1.

Manager

-

Self

-

0

2.

Cashier/Accountant/

1

10000

12

1.20

(a)

Computer Operator
3.

Supervisor

1

10000

12

1.20

4.

Skilled /Semi-skilled &

2

10000

12

2.40

Un-skilled workers
Perquisites @10%

0.48

(b)
5.

Contract Labour

LS

2.00
Total:

(ii)

7.28

Raw Material Requirement: (Per Annum)

Sl. No. Description

Qty.

Rate

Value

(in kg.)

(Rs./per kg.)

(Rs. In lakh)

1.

Comb foundation Sheet

400

400

1.60

2.

Sugar

3500

35

1.23

Total:

2.83
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(iii) Utilities (Per annum) :
Sl. No. Description

1.

Value
(Rs. In lakh)

Electricity charges, Water & Other consumables

1.00

Total :

1.00

(iii) Misc. Expenses (Per Annum):

e & StationerySsPP

Sl. No. Description

Value
In lakh)

(Rs.

1

Stationery & Postage

0.20

2

Telephone/Mob.

0.20

3

Consumable Stores

0.20

4

Repairs & maintenance

0.20

5

Transports, loading and unloading

0.40

6

Advertisement and publicity

0.20

7

Insurance

0.50

8

Sales expenses, Commission

1.00

Total:

2.90

Total Working Capital requirement (Per Annum.):

(iv)

1.

Salary & Wages

7.28

2.

Raw Materials

2.83

3.

Utilities

1.00

4.

Misc. expenses

2.90

Total:

14.01

Working capital for 03 month only 14.01/4 = Rs. 3.50 Lakh
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(K)

Capital Investment:

(Rs. In lakh)

I.

Fixed Investment

66.04

II.

Working Capital for 3 months

3.50
Total:

(L)

69.54

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS:

(i)

Cost of Production (Per Annum)

(Rs. In lakh)

Sl. No.

Particulars

Value

1.

Recurring Expenditure

14.01

2.

Depreciation on Building & others @ 10% pm

3.

Depreciation on Machinery,
Equipment etc. @ 10%

4.

Depreciation, furniture & others @ 20%

0.20

5.

Interest on Total Capital Investment @ 12% pm

8.34

Total:

27.58

(ii)

laboratory

0.55
&

4.48

Turnover (Per Annum)
S.No. Product

1.

Raw Honey

2.

Wax

Quantity

Rate in Ton

(in MT)

(Rs. In lakh ) (Rs. In lakh)

35
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Amount

1.20

42.00

LS

2.00

Total Sale

44.00

(M) NET PROFIT (Per Annum) Before Taxation:
Turn Over

(-)

Cost of Production

44.00

(-)

27.58

=

16.42

(N) PROFIT RATIO ON SALES (Per Annum):
Profit/annum X 100
Turnover
(O)

= 37.31%

RATE OF RETURN (Per Annum):
On 3 month basis
Profit/annum X 100

(P)

= 16.42 x100
44.00

=

16.42 x100

Total Capital investment
BREAK EVEN POINT:

= 23.61%

69.54

Fixed Cost:

(Rs. In lakh)

1.

Depreciation on Building & others @ 5% pm

2.

Depreciation on Machinery, laboratory & Equipment etc. @ 4.48
10%

3.

Depreciation, furniture & others @ 10%

0.20

4.

Interest on Capital Investment @ 12% p.a.

8.34

5.

40% of Salary & Wages

2.11

6.

40% of other expenses

0.80

Total:-

16.48

0.55

B.E.P.
Fixed Cost X 100 =
Fixed cost+Profit

16.48x100
16.48+16.42

=

50%

0000
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MODEL
PROJECT REPORT
ON
HONEY PROCESSING
Project at a glance
PRODUCTS

: Honey

QUALITY & STANDARD

:

PRODUCTION CAPACITY :

FSSAI License is mandatory and Ag Mark & BSI
License is voluntary.
(Per Annum)

Item

Qty./ton

Packed Honey in bottles of
different sizes.

900

Rate per ton Value (Rs. in
(Rs. In lakh) lakh)
2.0

1800

(Rs. in lakh)
Cost of the Project

:

Fixed Investment

:

Land

:

20.0

Building & Others

:

18.0

Machinery& Equipments etc.

:

52.25

Office furniture etc.

:

4.0

Pollution control

2.0

Preliminary
&
Pre-operative :
Expenses
Working capital for 3 month
:

3.0
396.45

Financial Analysis

:

Profit Per Annum

:

148.98

Net Profit Ratio on Sales

:

8.28%

Rate of Return on total capital :
investment
Break Even Point
:

30.05%
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42.84%

MODEL
PROJECT REPORT
ON
HONEY PROCESSING
(A)

INTRODUCTION
Honey means the natural sweet substance produced by honey bees from the

nectar of blossoms or from secretions of plants which honey bees collect, transform
store in honey combs for ripening. It shall be free from any foreign matter such as
mould, dirt, scum, pieces of beeswax, the fragments of bees and other insects and
from any other extraneous matter. Honey is among the most popular and widely used
sweetener with enormous health benefits. It is used by several cultures around the
world serving as a base for many traditional medicines, especially in Ayurveda. It is
used in strengthens immune system, preparing cosmetic products, health tonic and
food processing industries for preparing different types of drinks, bakery products,
sweets etc.
(B)

MARKET POTENTIAL:
Honey is a major consumable in the international market both as a food item as

well as in industries such as Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and Confectionary. The
demand is especially high for refined, high quality honey free pesticides, insecticides
and other agrochemicals.
In the domestic market very little amount of honey is use for personal
consumption, while majority is utilized by the pharmaceutical and confectionary
industry. With changing life style and increasing health consciousness, honey is been
increasing consumes as health food. This is likely to drive the domestic demand in
future.
As per the information available from Agricultural & Processed Food Products
Export Development Authority, India has exported 51547.31 MT of Natural Honey to
the world for the worth of Rs. 653.58 crore/ 101.32 USD Million during the year of
2017-18 and the Major Export Destinations (2017-18) are USA, Saudi Arab, U Arab
Emts, Canada and Qatar.
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(C) PRODUCTION CAPACITY (Per annum)
Item

Qty./ton

Rate/per ton (Rs. In lakh)
(Rs. In lakh)

Packed Honey in bottles of
different sizes.

900

2.00

1800

(D) BASIS & PRESUMPTIONS:
The following Basis & Presumptions have been taken into consideration for
setting up of Honey Processing Unit:

1. The unit shall be having installed capacity of 900 Ton per annum on single shift
basis and 300 working days in a year.
2. In this report the recovery of honey from raw honey has been calculated as 95%
with 5% wastage.
3. The cost of plant & machinery and equipment indicated refer to a particular make
and prices are approximate prevailing at the time of preparation of project.
4.

Depreciation has been taken asi) On Building (built of area) @ 5% per annum.
ii) On machinery and equipment @10% p.a.
iii) On office equipment & furniture @ 10%
iv) On laboratory equipments and other miscellaneous @ 10%.

5. Interest on capital investment has been taken @12% p.a.
6. For smooth functionary of the unit it is suggested that unit should have sufficient
stock of raw honey.
7. The cost of raw-materials and packaging material has been calculated on the
basis of prevailing market rate.
8. Break even analysis, return etc. have been calculated on 100% capacity
utilization basis.
9. Stock of raw honey for 4 month is needed to run the unit throughout the year.
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( E) PRODUCTION PROCESS:
Description of Processing Steps:
The industry of honey is not a simple sequential chain of processing operations,
although the normal consumer may consider it in this way, at first sight. It should be
noted that each processing step, from the initial extraction to the packaging of the final
food product, is the answer to peculiar problems concerning the physicochemical and
biological features of different honeys.
In general, the following integrated steps are given below:
(a) Initial extraction
(b) Dehumidification
(c) Liquefaction and mixture
(d) Heating
(e) Pasteurization
(f) Crystallization
(g) Final packaging.
(a) Initial Extraction
After the initial harvest, the material (e.g. honeycombs, frames) is introduced into
the so-called honey extractor: a container able to remove honey by means of the
centrifugal force. The operation has to be carried out into special rooms, with possibility
of heating. At the exit from the extractor, the honey is (a) collected by gravity in tanks
placed often on the floor (wax is separated from honey) and (b) sent to the decanters
with the aid of pumps from the same floor. The extraction must be performed by a
desired degree of purification with the aim of eliminating wax particles and air bubbles,
which are possibly mixed with honey during extraction. The purification is carried out
with two different techniques: decanting and filtration. By the safety viewpoint, it should
also be considered that extraction procedure (with the collection and other processing
steps) may affect negatively the quality of produced honeys, with special reference to
honey for medical purposes. Consequently, physicochemical and microbiological
features of the final product can be assured on condition that a certain number of
precautionary measures are taken before the final commercialization.
(b) Dehumidification
Certain honeys obtained with peculiar plant species (Rape, Calluna, Chestnut,
etc.) may sometimes contain high water percentages, affecting its conservation;
consequently, a dehumidification step is needed, and relative humidity values should be
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lower than 18.5–18.0% Should the number of honeycombs to be treated be very small,
the procedure would easily be performed as follows: honeycombs may be piled up in a
very dry and warm room, sucking air from the base with ordinary vacuum cleaner and
funneling it outside. On the other hand, the same operation is not possible when
Speaking of many batches. Should this be the situation, it would instead be
necessary to introduce a current of hot air produced by a generator into the so-called
hot rooms where honeycombs are left; also, rooms would be thermostatically
maintained at a constant temperature. The temperature must be between 32 and 35 °C;
anyway, it cannot exceed 38 °C; otherwise, honey may lose its basic features. The
treatment should be prolonged for a period of 12–36 h depending on the contained
humidity. By the macroscopic viewpoint, the main difference is naturally the increase in
dry content with augment of reducing sugars and apparent sucrose. On the other time,
the increase in certain quality indicators such as hydroxymethyl furfural and diastase
activity may be observed because of two main reasons
(i) The obvious augment of honey concentration, and
(ii) Possible thermally favoured reactions at temperatures such as 35.5 °C.
( c)

Liquefaction and Mixture

The physical state of extracted honey may often require a specific liquefaction
step, depending on the solidification or stickiness of this intermediate. However,
because of the low thermo-stability of certain honey components (enzymes, vitamins,
etc.) and possible harmful and irreversible modifications after heating, liquefaction must
take place at temperatures that do not exceed 40 °C in the shortest possible time
although the use of different liquefaction or liquefaction/ pasteurization cycles (times
and temperatures) is reported . The main problem is correlated with the excessive
thermal values used for liquefaction (and pasteurization): generally, honey quality may
be heavily affected. On the chemical level, one can affirm that a certain amount of
volatile molecules can be lost in these conditions, with the concomitant reduction of
enzymatic power. Normally, containers are placed in a water bath or in ‗hot rooms‘. The
beekeepers (or companies) that have to manage different honey deliveries, need to
proceed with a dedicated mixing step in order to obtain a uniform final product
(parameters are colour, texture, and moisture). The mixing step is carried out in
containers where the honey is put after being fluidized. A rotating axis is placed at the
centre of the container: this axis drags helical blades placed at various heights allowing
a uniform mixing of the mass.
(d) Heating
It has to be noted that heating treatments can affect severely basic honey
features from the organoleptic viewpoint. Honey heating entails a progressive browning
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and a more or less obvious loss of volatile substances that characterize the aroma. The
Following substantial modifications have been observed:

• Change in the crystal structure
• Increase in the amount complex sugars and concomitant reduction of the simple
ones
• Augment of total acidity
• Partial activation of enzymes
• Increase in hydroxyl methylfurfural (HMF) amount.
It should be also noted that the viscosity of honey takes on values ranging between
5000 and 40,000 cycles per second, and it decreases when temperature increases up
to 40 °C; should this thermal value be exceeded, the viscosity would decrease slowly,
with a final increase at elevated temperatures. This singular behavior suggests that
heating temperatures should not exceed 40 °C even for phase filtering. Moreover, it
should be considered that the thermal conductivity of honey corresponds to 1/6 of the
correspondent feature for water. The most common heating and processing instruments
for honey production are the so-called traditional bain marie (it has to be suitably thermo
stated) and hot rooms (with forced air circulation by means of adequate thermo
converters). Also, jacket-equipped tubs with continuous hot-water circulation and a
central stirrer can be used.
(e) Pasteurization
Pasteurization is a heating process: honey particles, such as pollen grains,
should aggregate themselves around microscopic air bubbles and small crystals acting
as aggregation nuclei. This process could flavor honey crystallization.
Normally, thermal values should be rapidly raised up to 72 °C; this temperature is
maintained for about 120 s. Subsequently, a rapid cooling of honey masses is required.
It has to be noted that the pasteurization of honeys, unlike similar processes
carried out on the majority of food products, is not performed for food safety purposes,
including also prolonged shelf-life, but with the aim of meeting commercial needs. As an
example, a honey should maintain its typical liquid state on the shelves as long as
possible: a similar behavior has to be reached by means of pasteurization treatments.
Anyway, all pasteurized honeys are subjected to be irreversibly modified during time,
according to the first Paris‘s Law of Food Degradation.
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(f) Crystallization
Crystallization is probably the most important physical features for the
characterization of honeys by the commercial viewpoint. The crystallization process
involves the formation of glucose monohydrate crystals in different quantity, shape and
arrangement depending on processing conditions. In general, the longer the processing
time, the more voluminous crystals. Different honeys have a different tendency to
crystallize depending on the composition (the lower the water content and the higher
amount in glucose, the greater the tendency to crystallize), but also depending on the
storage temperature (maximum allowed value: 14 °C).
The crystallized honey is unfortunately still considered with suspicion by the
average consumer; however, the crystallization is a natural process and it is normally
seen in natural honeys. In fact, the extracted honey tends to be a supersaturated
solution of sugars in water; as a result, exceeding amounts of various sugars are
naturally released from the liquid solution as crystals after some time. There are several
factors influencing the complex crystallization phenomenon:
(i) The amount of glucose and fructose
(ii) Possible impurities.
With relation to the quantity of main sugars, glucose is the most interested sugar
to undergo such a similar transformation because it is less soluble in water than
fructose. As a consequence, honeys with high fructose percentage crystallize slowly or
remain totally uncrystallised.
With concern to possible impurities, an important and necessary prerequisite of
crystallization is the presence of adequate condensation nuclei, including single glucose
crystals, dust or pollen grains, air micro bubbles. Anyway, the speed and the type of
crystallization are influenced by the number of condensation nuclei: high numbers of
aggregation centers will lead to a fast and fine crystallization, and a sparse numbers of
nuclei will lead to a slow and coarse crystallization. This phenomenon takes place at
temperatures between 5 and 25 °C; should thermal values be lower than 5 °C, honey
viscosity would increase with unsatisfactory crystallization (masses slow down during
the crystal growth), while the formation of crystals is slowed down at temperatures >25
°C (formed crystals are destroyed). Should thermal values exceed 78 °C, the
destruction of formed crystals would be complete: as a result, honey can no longer
crystallize. For these reasons, peculiar techniques have been developed to guide the
natural tendency of honey to crystallize and obtain fully crystallized finished products:
this result means stable, homogeneous, and creamy texture with good hedonistic
performances by the customer viewpoint.
The most immediate method consists in the mixing of liquid honey with
completely crystallized honey in varying proportions depending on the temperature and
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viscosity of the product (generally, ratios should be 9–1). Should some available honeys
have moisture content that would allow the growth of yeasts, crystallization process
would need to be performed after pasteurization at 65 °C for 5–10 min. Moreover, in
order to obtain an optimum crystallization, operating temperatures should be
recommended in the range 24–28 °C: the aim is to favor honey mixing without the
incorporation of air bubbles, with the concomitant introduction of melt crystals.
After packaging, honey must be stored at 14 °C in a few days, so that the
crystallization process can be completed until the final result: a fine granulation of the
product. The drawback to this type of procedure is the formation of whitish outcrops at
the surface, in correspondence of ungloved air bubbles. The visual result is the
consequence of water evaporation and drying of glucose crystals that appear white.
This aesthetic defect may be avoided with the separation of honey crystals and the
concomitant creamy consistency. For these reasons, honey is introduced in drums and
placed in hot chambers at a temperature of 28–30 °C before wrapping step.
Subsequently, the honey is passed in a homogenizer with the aim of separating
crystals; the resulting mass is introduced in jars. Should homogenization be absent, the
passage from hot rooms to the packing step would still give acceptable results, being
sufficient handling of the honey to separate crystals. However, the crystallization— a
very delicate process—may present defects in terms of crystal structure, size, and
crystal shape. One can obtain a coarse and non-homogeneous crystallisation due to
prolonged processing times. In this situation, obtained crystals have angular, rough or
sharp shapes. On the other hand, a compact crystallisation is the result of a very quickly
process; it can occur spontaneously in honeys with high glucose/water ratio.
The honeys with very compact crystalline structure tend to present stains
retraction, namely ‗white veins‘ on the walls of the vessel, on the honey surface or in
correspondence of air bubbles. This purely aesthetic defect may be avoided heating
honey at 30 °C for 24–48 h. The separation into phases is the defect of more burden
crystallization: it occurs in honeys with high humidity degree, or in those kept at high
temperatures for too-long storage; in these conditions, crystals precipitate to the bottom
while a solid surface is obtained instead of a liquid layer. It should be remembered that
crystallized honeys may be used to produce the so-called ‗creamed honey‘ by means of
the Dyce method. In detail, liquid honeys may be mixed with crystallized hones with the
aim of allowing the increase in crystal dimensions (suggested temperature: 14 °C).
(g) Final Packaging
With reference to the final packing, small quantities of honey can be easily
packaged placing the vat and decant honey at least 50 cm from the ground. The vat
must be equipped with a large cutting tap or ball which will be placed under the vessel
to be filled. The vessel must be placed under a calibrated balance (the weight of the
empty vessel has to be considered ‗zero‘) to control labeled net weight. For medium or
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large amounts of honey, automatic dosing pumps, adjustable from 25 to 2500 g, can be
used: the complete packaging step becomes easier and faster.

(F)

QUALITY / SPECIFICATIONS:
1. The product must meet the FSSAI Standards and the details are given below:

The colour of honey vary from light to dark brown, Honey shall conform to
the Following standards, namely:(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Specific gravity at 270C
Moisture
Total reducing sugars
(i) for Carbia colossa and
Honey dew
Sucrose
(i) for Carbia colossa and
honey dew
Fructose-glucose ratio
Ash
Acidity
(Expressed as formic acid)
Fiehe‘s test
Hydroxy
methy
furfural
(HMF), mg/kg

Not less than 1.35
Not more than 25 per cent by mass
Not less than 65.0 per cent by mass
Not less than 60 per cent by mass
Not more than 5.0 per cent by mass
Not more than 10 per cent by mass
Not less than 0.95 per cent by mass
Not more than 0.5 per cent by mass
Not more than 2.0 per cent by mass
Negative
Not more than 80

If Fiehe‘s test is positive, and hydroxyl methyl furfural (HMF) content is
more than 80 milligram/kilogram then fructose glucose ratio should be 1.0 or
more.
1.

For setting up Honey Processing unit voluntary legislation (AGMARK)
assist for better marketing.

2.

Bureau of Indian Standard has laid down specification which are given
below
(1) Extracted Honey No. IS 4941-1994 Reff.-2014
(2)Honey Processing Unit Technical Requirement – IS 6695-1988-Reff. 2015

(G) POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD-MEASURES:
The unit is advised to get ―No Objection Certificate‖ (NOC) from state
Pollution Control Board, where Honey Processing Unit is proposed to be set up.
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(H)

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES:
1. Star rated electrical motors and accessories to be used in Honey Processing
Plant.
2. LED light must be used in electrification in the unit.

(I)

FINANCIAL ASPECTS:

(i)

Land & Building:
Sl.No. Description
1.
Land 500 Sq. Mt. @ Rs.4.0 lakh per Sq.Mt.
2.

(Rs. In lakh)
Value
20.00
15.00

Total Built up area 300 sq.mtr.@5000/ sq.mtr.–
iv. Processing & Packing Premises
v. Raw material, stock godown, packaging material godown
etc.
vi. Office, Laboratory, for workers, etc.

3.

Contingent- water boring and water storage tank, boundary

3.00

wall, gates & safety measures etc.
Total:

(ii)

38.00

Cost of Machinery & Equipment:
Sl.
No

Particulars of Machines

Qty.
(Nos.)

1.

Receiving SS Tank Inner Shell made 2
of 4 mm thickness SS 304 , Bottom
cone & top lid open 25%. Outer shell
made of 4 mm thickness, SS 304,
bottom cone 4 mm thickness SS 304.
Top inlet, bottom drain with valves.
Inside stirrer can provide. Stirrer drive
3.0 HP 20 rpm flange mounted gear
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Rate (Rs.)

437000

Amount
(Rs.)
874000

motor (Non-FLP), Mounted on SS
304

legs.

Capacity 750 ltr.
2.

Primary Filter Shell made of 2 mm 1

56000

56000

95000

95000

1 Set

157000

157000

1

965000

965000

thickness SS 304, bottom cone 2 mm
thickness SS 304, top lid open type
with lock nuts, inside SS 304 1mm
hole mesh can provided. Top inlet &
bottom drain with valve, Mounted on
SS 304 legs. Capacity 25 Ltr.
3.

Gear Pump With Motor

1

Capacity: 130 LPM
Diff. Head: Max. 10 kg/cm
Motor: 5.0 HP (3.7 kw)
Capaciy: 130 LPM
4.

Bag Filter (Dual Type):
Shell made of 3mm thickness SS
304, bottom dish 3 mm thickness SS
304, top lid open type with lock nuts,
inside perforated basket with 100
microns filter cloths. Top inlet, bottom
drain & air vent with valve. Mounted
on SS 304 legs.

5.

Moisture Reduction Tank
Shell made of 3mm thickness SS
304, bottom cone 3 mm thickness SS
304, top lid open type with lock nuts.
Inside perforate plates with supports,
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and bottom hot nozzle with heating
chamber & 7.5 HP blowers and top
side suction 7.5 HP blowers & control
panel can provide.
6.

2 N0‘s

Jacketed Storage Tank

308000

616000

1

95000

95000

1

157000

157000

Inner shell made of 3 mm thickness
SS 304, Bottom cone 3 mm thickness
SS 304, top lid 25% open. Air vent
with value, top inlet & bottom drain
with valves can provided. Mounted
on SS 304 legs. Capacity: 1500 Ltr.
7.

Modular Frame
Material of construction (MOC): MS

8.

Hot Water Boiler (Wood Fired)
MOC: SS MS

9.

Pipes & Fittings:

1 Set

157000

157000

10.

Semi-Automatic Single head Machine 1 Set
To fill viscous products I Premade
Pouches/Jars/Containers with piston
operated filling system. Model able
single filling station machine with
adjustable tray. Feeding System:
Volumetric Piston Operated filling
system
Production Speed: 8 to 20 fill/min
(depends on materials) Filling Range:
+/- 2-3 gms No. of filling counter:
Adjustable
screw
system
Air
Compressor-3.0 HP
Misc.
equipments
Laboratory
Equipments etc.

347000

347000

LS

500000

11.
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12.

Packing, Forwarding, GST etc. @

803800

20%
13.

Erection & Electrification @ 10%

LS

Total Cost

5224700
Say Rs. (In lakh)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

401900

Office furniture & fixture (Table, Chair, Almirah, Computer etc.)
4.00 lakh
Pollution Control Equipments
Preliminary & Pre-operative expenses

52.25

2.00 lakh
3.00 lakh

a) Fixed Investment :
(Rs. In lakh)
Sl. No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Description
Land & Building
Machinery & equipments
Office Furniture & Fixtures
Pollution Control Equipments
Preliminary & Pre-operative expenses
Grand Total Rs.

38.00
52.25
4.00
2.00
3.00
99.25

b) Working Capital (Per Annum):
i. Salary & Wages: (Per Annum)
Sl. No.

Designation

No.

Manager

1

2.

Plant Engineer/Chemist

1

25000

12

3.00

3.

Cashier/Accountant

1

15000

12

1.80

4.

Supervisor (Cane)

1

15000

12

1.80

5.

Senior Mechanics

1

15000

12

1.80

6.

Assistant Mechanics

1

12000

12

1.44

1.
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Rate
Month
Total
Rs.
(Rs. In lakh)
40000
12
4.80

7.

Electricians

1

12000

12

1.44

8.

Clerk (Office/Weighing)

1

10000

12

1.20

9.

Skilled

/Semi-skilled 3

12000

12

4.32

9000

12

5.40

workers
10.

Unskilled Workers

5

Marketing Staff
11.

Marketing Manager

1

50000

12

6.00

12.

Marketing Supervisor-cum- 1

30000

12

3.60

20000

12

9.60

Total:

46.20

Area Manager
13.

Sales Men

4

Perquisites @10%

4.62
Total:

50.82

ii. Raw Material Requirement: (Per Annum)
Sl. No. Description

Qty.
(in tones )

Rate
(Rs./ ton)

Value
(Rs. In lakh)

1.

Raw Honey

945

150000/ ton

2.

Chemicals,

LS

-

2.50

LS

-

30.00

1417.50

Consumables
3.

Packaging Material

Total:

1450.00

iii. Utilities (Per annum):
Sl. No. Description

Value
(Rs.
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In

lakh)
1.

Electricity charges, Water & Other consumables

10.00

Total :
iv. Misc. Expenses (Per Annum):

10.00

Sl. No. Description

Value

(Rs. In lakh)

1. Postage & Stationery

1.0

2.

Telephone

1.0

3.

Consumable Stores

5.0

4.

Repairs & maintenance`

5.0

5.

Transports, loading and unloading

8.0

6.

Advertisement and publicity

7.

Insurance

8.

Sales expenses, Commission

35.0

Total:

75.0

18.0
2.0

V. Total Working Capital requirement (Per Annum.):

1.

Salary & Wages

50.82

2.

Raw Materials

1450.00

3.

Utilities

10.00

4.

Misc. expenses

75.00

Total:

1585.82

Working capital for 03 month only 1585.82/4 = Rs396.45 lakh
vi)

Total Capital Investment:

III.

(Rs. In lakh)

Fixed Investment

99.25

IV. Working Capital for 3 months

396.45

Total:

495.70
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(J) FINANCIAL ANALYSIS:
a) Cost of Production (Per Annum)
Sl. No.
1.

(Rs. In lakh)

Particulars

Value

Recurring Expenditure

1585.82

2.

Depreciation on Building & others @ 5% pm

3.

Depreciation

on

Machinery,

0.90

laboratory

&

4.02

Equipment etc. @ 10%
4.

Depreciation, furniture & others @ 20%

0.80

5.

Interest on Total Capital Investment @ 12% pm

59.48

Total:

1651.02

b) Turnover (Per Annum)
S.No. Product

1.

Quantity

Rate in Ton

(in Ton)

(Rs. In lakh) (Rs. In lakh)

Packed Honey in bottles 900
of different sizes.

Amount

2.0

1800

Net Sale

1800

(K) NET PROFIT (Per Annum) Before Taxation:
Turn Over

(-)

Cost of Production
=

1800

(-)

148.98

1651.02

(L) ROFIT RATIO ON SALES (Per Annum):
Profit/annum X 100

148.98X 100
=

Turnover/Annum

1800
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8.28/%

(M)

RATE OF RETURN (Per Annum):
On 3 month basis
Net Profit/annum X 100

148.98 X 100
=

Total Capital Investment
(N)

30.05%

495.70

BREAK EVEN POINT

=

Fixed Cost:
1.
2.

(Rs. In lakh)

Depreciation on Building & others @ 5% pm
Depreciation

42.80%

on

Machinery,

laboratory

0.90
& 4.02

Equipment etc. @ 10%
3.

Depreciation, furniture & others @ 10%

0.80

4.

Interest on Capital Investment @ 12% p.a.

59.48

5.

40% of Salary & Wages

20.32

6.

40% of other expenses

30.00

Total:-

111.5

B.E.P.
Fixed Cost X 100

111.5X100
=

Fixed Cost + Profit

260.48(111.5+ 148.98)
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42.80%

Names of Machinery & Equipment Suppliers:
1.

M/s Tiwana Bee Farm, G.T. Road, Doraha, District Ludhiana (Punjab) Ph: 0168
259553, Fax:258008 E-mail:info@tiwanabeefarm.com, M: 09855082877

2.

M/s Best Engineering Technologies, H.No.5-9-285/13, Plot No. 69/A, Rajiv
Gandhi Nagar, I.E, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500037. Ph: 91 40 65908498, Mob.
91 9391057812 Fax: 91 40 23077478, E-mail:bestengineering@gmail.com

3.
4.

M/s SSP Private Limited, Sector 35, Faridabad. Mob. 08071875506

5.

M/s Suan Scientific Instruments & Equipments, Lake Town, Kolkata. Mob.
08048763376
M/s Proveg Engineering & Food Processing Private Limited, Shelarvasti, Pune.
Mob. 08046046033

6.

M/s AB Engineers, Focal Point, Ludhiana. Mob.08071869861

7.

M/s Anpharma Equipment, Perambra, Thrissur. Mob.l 08046045334

8.

M/s Nri Project Equipments, Zirakpur, Mohali. Mob. 08048084107

9.

M/s Blacknut Agri Food Machinery Pvt. Ltd., Ambala. Mob. 08048860042

10.

M/s Process-aid-systems, Katraj, Pune. Mob. 08046027808

11.

M/s Star Engineering
Mob.08071678533

12.

M/s SS Engineers & Consultants, Aditya Nagar, Rajahmundry. Mob.
08042958925

13.

M/s Sangam Engineering works, 1007/9, Sector 19/6, New rain Nagar,
Jagadhri-135003 (Haryana) Tel: 01732-201335, Mob. 09416022010.

14.

M/s Sahyadri Honey Corporation, W-48, T Block, MIDC, Bhosari-411026
(Maharastra) Tel: 09822548849

15.

M/s Purohit Compressor
Tel: 0212-2469407

Works,

Focal

Point

Engineering,

Industrial

Maharshinagar,

Area,

Amritsar.

Pune-411037.

Address of Raw Honey Suppliers
1. M/s Angel Natural Honey, Batala Road, Amritsar(Punjab) Mob. 08043051195
2. M/s Shree Botanicals, N andanvam Nagar, Ahmednagar. Mob. 08048009904
3. M/s Kumar Invert & Honey, Takurdwara, District Moradabad,
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4. M/s Muskan Tradin g Co., Hissar Mob. 08048987004
5. M/s Maharajhi Jeevan, Healthcare Pvt. Ltd., Pradeep Vihar, Roorkee. Mob.
08042985277
6. M/s Anas Merbals, Malegaon, Nashik Mob. 08048411827
7. M/s Iyers Honey, Wagholi, Pune. Mob.08043044257.

000
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Financial Assistance to Honey Processing units
To facilitate easy flow of collateral free credit to Honey processing units
manufacturing MSME units, the govt. has been operating Credit Guarantee Fund
Schemes. Collateral free loan up to a limit of Rs. 200 lakh is available for individual
MSE on payment of guarantee fee to bank by the MSE. Both existing and new
enterprises are eligible under the scheme.
The Ministry of MSME also implements Prime Minister‘s Employment Generation
Programme for setting up of new units. Govt. of India introduced National SC/ST Hub
Scheme for SC/ST Entrepreneurs to set up their own unit. Govt. has also directed to all
Branches of Nationalized Banks to give loan from amount Rs.10.00 lakh to Rs.1.0 crore
at least to one SC or ST and one woman applicant every year under Stand up India
Scheme.
Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India has also introduced Credit Linked Capital
Subsidy Scheme (CLCSS) to facilitate technology up-gradation in MSEs by providing an
upfront capital subsidy of 15 % (on institutional finance of upto Rs 1.0 crore availed by
them) for induction of well-established and improved technology.
Government of India (GOI) has approved a new Scheme – Pradhan Mantri Kisan
SAMPADA Yojana (Scheme for Agro-Marine Processing and Development of AgroProcessing Clusters). The scheme will be implemented by Ministry of Food Processing
Industries (MoFPI).
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Prime Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
Prime Minister Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)

Related
Scheme

Description The scheme is implemented by Khadi and Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) functioning as the nodal agency at the national level. At the state
level, the scheme is implemented through State KVIC Directorates, State
Khadi and Village Industries Boards (KVIBs), District Industries Centres
(DICs) and banks. In such cases KVIC routes government subsidy through
designated banks for eventual disbursal to the beneficiaries / entrepreneurs
directly into their bank accounts.
Nature

of The maximum cost of the project/unit admissible in manufacturing sector is

assistance

Rs. 25 lakhs and in the business/service sector, it is Rs. 10 lakhs.
Categories of Beneficiary‘s Rate of subsidy under PMEGP (of project cost)
Area (location of project/unit) General category 15%(Urban), 25%(Rural),
Special

25%(Urban),

35%(Rural) (including

SC/

ST/

OBC/

Minorities/Women, Ex-servicemen, Physically handicapped, NER, Hill and
Border areas, etc.) The balance amount of the total project cost will be
provided by the banks in the form of term loan and working capital.
Who
apply?

can Any individual, above 18 years of age. At least VIII standard pass for
projects costing upto Rs.10 lakh in the manufacturing sector and upto Rs. 5
lakh in the business / service sector. Only new projects are considered for
sanction under PMEGP. Self Help Groups (including those belonging to
BPL provided that they have not availed benefits under any other Scheme),
Institutions registered under Societies Registration Act, 1860; Production
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Co-operative

Societies,

and

Charitable

Trusts

are

also

eligible.

Existing Units (under PMRY, REGP or any other scheme of Government of
India or State Government) and the units that have already availed
Government Subsidy under any other scheme of Government of India or
State Government are NOT eligible.
How

to The State/Divisional Directors of KVIC in consultation with KVIB and

Apply?

Director

of

Industries

of

respective

states

(for

DICs)

will

give

advertisements locally through print & electronic media inviting applications
along with project proposals from prospective beneficiaries desirous of
establishing the enterprise/ starting of service units under PMEGP. The
beneficiaries

can

also

submit

their

application

online

at https://www.kviconline.gov.in/pmegpeportal/pmegphome/index.jsp .

Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGT SME)

Credit Guarantee Trust Fund for Micro & Small Enterprises (CGT SME)

Related
Scheme

Description Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises and Small Industries
Development Bank of India (SIDBI) jointly established a Trust named Credit
Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) in order
to implement Credit Guarantee Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises.
The corpus of CGTMSE is contributed by Government of India and SIDBI.
75% of the loan amount to the bank is guaranteed by the Trust Fund.
Nature

of Collateral free loan up to a limit of Rs. 200 lakh is available for individual

assistance

MSE on payment of guarantee fee to bank by the MSE.
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Who

can Both existing and new enterprises are eligible under the scheme.

apply?
How
apply?

to Candidates meeting the eligibility criteria may approach banks / financial
institutions, and select Regional Rural Banks which are eligible under the
scheme. Web links are www.dcmsme.gov.in/schemes/sccrguarn.htm
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Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme for Technology Upgradation
Description:The objective of the Scheme is to facilitate technology up-gradation in MSEs by
providing an upfront capital subsidy of 15 per cent (on institutional finance of upto Rs 1
crore availed by them) for induction of well-established and improved technology in the
specified 51 subsectors/ products approved. In other words the major objective is to
upgrade their plant & machinery with state-of-the-art technology, with or without
expansion and also for new MSEs which have set up their facilities with appropriate
eligible and proven technology duly approved under scheme guidelines. List of
Technologies is available at www.dcmsme.gov.in
The Scheme is a demand driven one without any upper limit on overall annual spending
on the subsidy disbursal.
Nature of assistance:
The revised scheme aims at facilitating technology up-gradation by providing 15% up
front capital subsidy to MSEs, including tiny, khadi, village and coir industrial units, on
institutional finance availed by them for induction of well established and improved
technologies in specified sub-sectors/products approved under the scheme.
Who can be benefitted?
Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) having a valid UAM number.
How to apply:
Online Application and Tracking System has been introduced w.e.f. 01.10.2013. To
claim subsidy under (LCSS, eligible MSEs are required to apply online through Primary
Lending Institutions (PUs), from where the MSEs avail terms loan. The completed
application is being uploaded by the PU through Online Application and Tracking
System to the attached Nodal Agency, which, in turn, recommends the application
online to Office of DC (MSME) for release of subsidy. After processing of application
and subject to availability of funds, due approval is accorded from competent authority
with concurrence of Internal Finance Wing, after which funds are released to Nodal
Agencies. Funds are then transferred by the Nodal Agencies to the PUs where the
account of the MSE is operated.
Status of Scheme:
At present the Scheme is under revision and will be launched soon after obtaining the
necessary approvals.
National Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe Hub
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India is witnessing rapid growth and prosperity. For this to be truly inclusive, all sections
of the society need to partake in this prosperity. Besides wage employment and
education, the marginalized sections of the society also need to envision, create and
scale - up ventures to be a major participant in this growth story. While in the past, there
has been some increase in the number of SC/ST owned enterprises, this needs to
increase substantially to enable the socio-economic empowerment of the SC/ST
communities. In this context, the National SC/ST Hub is an initiative of the Government
of India targeted towards developing a supportive ecosystem towards SC/ST
entrepreneurs.
The National SC/ST Hub (NSSH) would provide professional support to the SC/ST
enterprises thereby enabling them to effectively participate in public procurement
process. This would involve participation by CPSEs/Central Ministries, States, Industry
Associations such as DICCI and others. The Hub would also work towards the
development of new entrepreneurs to participate in procurement process leveraging on
the ‗Stand up India‘ programme. Selected entrepreneurs would be provided with support
and mentoring by industry experts, CPSEs, and incubators.
To start with, the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (M/o MSME), has
made an initial allocation of Rs. 490 Crore for the period 2016-2020 for the National
SC/ST Hub. Discussions with various stakeholders have enabled the Ministry to create
an initial agenda for action on this front. While the agenda for action is flexible and
would evolve with further inputs from stakeholders and more robust data, initially it
attempts to address gaps that exist across multiple drivers of the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
The Hub would operate out of the National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)
headquartered in Delhi, supported by a special cell created for this purpose. All new and
existing SC/ST entrepreneurs would be registered on the MSME Databank
(www.msmedatabank.in) of the Ministry of MSME that would form a reliable database to
enhance accessibility for the procurement agencies. A separate website
www.scsthub.in has been launched to apprise the stakeholders about the activities of
the Hub.

High Powered Monitoring Committee:
Minister of MSME is the chairperson of the committee. The committee members are
representatives of various stakeholders including states, various ministries, industry
associations & SC/ST entrepreneurs.
Advisory Committee:
The Chairperson of this committee is Shri Milind Kamble, Chairman, DICCI (Dalit Indian
Chamber of Commerce & Industry). This committee would work under the High
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Powered Monitoring Committee in order to bring the industry and SC/ST entrepreneurs‘
perspective to the Hub with the purpose of developing an effective, mutually beneficial
relationship between the target group and the Government.
Empowered Project Approval Committee
Secretary, Ministry of MSME chairs this committee. As the Hub is dynamic in nature and
would evolve over the envisaged period, requirement of funds for various activities is
likely to evolve depending on the emphasis areas or changes in identified focus areas.
This Committee would ensure such flexibilities with a view to accommodate changing
requirements of SC/ST entrepreneurs.
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MUDRA LOAN SCHEME

1.

Brief background of MUDRA Scheme by Govt. of India

As per NSSO survey (2013), there are around 5.77 crore small/micro units in the
country, engaging around 12 crore people, mostly individual proprietorship/Own
Account Enterprises. Over 60% of units are owned by persons belonging to Scheduled
Caste, Scheduled Tribe or Other Backward Classes. Most of these units are outside
the formal banking system, and hence are forced to borrow from informal sources or
use their limited owned funds. MUDRA Loan Scheme has been proposed to bridge this
gap. MUDRA Loan Scheme will aim to increase the confidence of the aspiring young
person to become first generation entrepreneurs as also of existing small businesses
to expand their activities.

2.

Brief details of the Product:

The Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana (PMMY) announced by the Hon‘ble Prime
Minister on 8th April 2015, envisages providing MUDRA loan, upto Rs. 10 lakh, to
income generating micro enterprises engaged in manufacturing, trading and services
sectors. The MUDRA loans are extended under following three categories:
a)

Loans upto Rs. 50,000/- (Shishu)

b)

Loans from Rs. 50,001 to 5 lakh (Kishore)

c)

Loans from Rs. 5,00,001/- to 10 lakh (Tarun)

More focus would be given to Shishu.
Accordingly, all advances granted on or after 8th April 2015 falling under the above
category are classified as MUDRA loans under the PMMY. The application forms for
such loans shall also carry the name ―Pradhan Mantri MUDRA Yojana‖.

3.

Eligible borrowers:



Individuals



Proprietary concern



Partnership Firm



Private Ltd. Company



Public Company
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Any other legal forms.
The applicant should not be defaulter to any bank or financial institution and

should have a satisfactory credit track record. The individual borrowers may be
required to possess the necessary skills/experience/ knowledge to undertake the
proposed activity. The need for educational qualification, if any, need to be assessed
based on the nature of the proposed activity, and its requirement.
4.

Purpose of Assistance/Nature of assistance:
The MUDRA loans are provided for income generating small business activity in

manufacturing, processing, service sector or trading. The Project cost is decided based
on business plan and the investment proposed. MUDRA loan is not for
consumption/personal needs. For the purpose of working capital limit, MUDRA has
launched a new product called ―MUDRA Card‖, which is a Debit card issued on RuPay
platform, and provides hassle free credit in a flexible manner.
5.

Amount of assistance:
Upto to Rs. 10 lakh in three categories viz. Shishu, Kishore and Tarun.

6.

Margin/Promoters Contribution:
Margin/Promoters Contribution is as per the policy framework of the bank, based

on overall guidelines of RBI in this regard. Banks may not insist for margin for Shishu
loans.

7.

Interest rate:
Interest rates are to be charged as per the policy decision of the bank. However,

the interest rate charged to ultimate borrowers shall be reasonable. Scheduled
Commercial Banks, RRBs and Cooperative Banks wishing to avail of refinance from
MUDRA will have to peg their interest rates, as advised by MUDRA Ltd., from time to
time.
8.

Upfront fee/Processing charges:
Banks may consider charging of upfront fee as per their internal guidelines. The

upfront fee/processing charges for Shishu loans are waived by most banks.
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9.

Security:
In terms of RBI guidelines issued vide Master Circular on lending to MSME

Sector dated July 01, 2014, in respect of loans upto Rs. 10 lakh, banks are mandated
not to accept collateral security in the case of loans upto Rs. 10 lakh extended to units
in the Micro Small Enterprises (MSE) Sector. Banks are required to encourage their
branch level functionaries to avail of the Credit Guarantee Scheme cover, wherever felt
desirable.
10.

Tenure of Assistance:

Based on the economic life of the assets created and also the cash flow
generated. However, MUDRA‘s refinance assistance will be for a maximum tenor of 36
months which will also be aligned to terms of allotment of MUDRA funds by RBI from
time to time.
11.

Repayment:

•

Term Loan :-

To be repaid in suitable installments with suitable moratorium period as per cash
flow of the business.


OD & CC Limit :

Repayable on demand. Renewal and Annual Review as per internal guidelines of the
Bank.

10. Availability of the loan:
MUDRA loan under PMMY is available at all bank branches across the country.
MUDRA loan is also issued by NBFCs / MFIs who are engaged in financing for micro
enterprises in small business activities.
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STAND UP INDIA SCHEME
INTRODUCTION
1.
The objective of the Stand Up India scheme is to facilitate bank loans between
Rs 10 lakh and Rs 1.00 Crore to at least one Scheduled Caste (SC) or Scheduled
Tribe (ST) borrower and at least one woman borrower per bank branch for setting up a
greenfield enterprise. This enterprise may be in manufacturing, services or the trading
sector. In case of non-individual enterprises at least 51% of the shareholding and
controlling stake should be held by either an SC/ST or Woman entrepreneur.
THE NEED GAP
2. The Stand Up India scheme is based on recognition of the challenges faced by SC,
ST and women entrepreneurs in setting up enterprises, obtaining loans and other
support needed from time to time for succeeding in business. The scheme therefore
endeavours to create an eco system which facilitates and continues to provide a
supportive environment for doing business. The scheme, which covers all branches of
Scheduled Commercial Banks, will be accessed in three potential ways:
•

Directly at the branch or

•

Through Stand Up India portal (www.standupmitra.in) or

•

Through the Lead District Manager (LDM)

3. The approach of the Stand Up India portal, for handholding is based on obtaining
answers to a set of relevant questions at the initial stage. These would typically be:
1)

Location of the borrower

2)

Category – SC/ ST/ Woman

3)

Nature of business planned

4)

Availability of place to operate the business.

5)

Assistance needed for preparing a project plan

6)

Requirement of skills/training (technical and financial).

7)

Details of present bank account.

8)

Amount of own investment into the project
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9)

Whether help is needed to raise margin money

10)

Any previous experience in business

STAND UP INDIA PORTAL (www.standupmitra.in)
4. The Stand Up India Portal is interactive. It hosts information about various entities
providing hand holding support to the borrower. This includes:
– Training: Technical or/ and Financial
– DPR preparation
– Margin money support
– Shed / workplace identification
– Raw material sourcing
– Bill discounting
– E-com registration
– Registration for taxation
NATURE OF LOAN
5. The loan shall be a Composite Loan i.e. to meet requirements of assets such as plant
and machinery and working capital. It is expected to cover 75 % of project cost and the
rate of interest would be lowest applicable rate of the bank for that category. It shall be
repayable in up to 7 years with a moratorium of up to 18 months. A Rupay card will be
issued to enable operation of the working capital component. (The stipulation of the loan
being expected to cover 75% of the project cost would not apply if the borrowers
contribution along with convergence support from any other scheme exceeds 25% of
the project cost)
CREDIT GUARANTEE/ COLLATERAL
6. The Stand Up India Scheme provides for collateral free loans to the applicants. The
scheme known as Credit Guarantee Scheme Stand Up India (CGSSI) has since been
notified and shall be channelised through National Credit Guarantee Trustee Company
(NCGTC).
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MARGIN MONEY
7. The Scheme envisages 25% margin money which can be provided in convergence
with eligible Central / State schemes.
DISTRICT LEVEL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
8. The District Level Consultative Committee (DLCC) under the Collector with the LDM
as Convener shall periodically review cases of both types of borrowers, meeting at least
once each quarter. SIDBI and NABARD officers will join the review meetings.
ASSISTANCE AFTER LOAN DISBURSEMENT
9. Events will be organised at District level, as frequently as necessary and at least
once in each quarter, involving stakeholders to share best practices, review, problem
solving and guide potential entrepreneurs. These events will also provide means for
facilitating registration for bill discounting services, e-market places, taxation etc.
NABARD will organise these events with the support of SIDBI.
GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL
10. Provision has been made in the portal for redressal of grievances of the borrower.
The portal provides contact details of the officers/agencies in each bank designated to
attend to grievances. A system for online submission of complaints and their
subsequent tracking through the portal shall be developed. Feedback on disposal of the
complaint is to be made available to the customer by the bank concerned.
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PRADHAN MANTRI KISAN SAMPADA YOJANA
Government of India (GOI) has approved a new Central Sector Scheme – Pradhan
Mantri Kisan SAMPADA Yojana (Scheme for Agro-Marine Processing and Development
of Agro-Processing Clusters). The scheme will be implemented by Ministry of Food
Processing Industries (MoFPI).
PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana is a comprehensive package which will result in creation
of modern infrastructure with efficient supply chain management from farm gate to retail
outlet. It will not only provide a big boost to the growth of food processing sector in the
country but also help in providing better returns to farmers and is a big step towards
doubling of farmers income, creating huge employment opportunities especially in the
rural areas, reducing wastage of agricultural produce, increasing the processing level
and enhancing the export of the processed foods.
The following schemes will be implemented under PM Kisan SAMPADA Yojana :
•

Mega Food Parks

•

Integrated Cold Chain and Value Addition Infrastructure

•

Creation / Expansion of Food Processing & Preservation Capacities

•

Infrastructure for Agro-processing Clusters

•

Creation of Backward and Forward Linkages

•

Food Safety and Quality Assurance Infrastructure

•

Human Resources and Institutions.
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List of Bee keeping equipments
1. Bee hives and bee keeping equipments presented by dr. l.n.mohapatra
associate director of research presented by dr. l.n.mohapatra associate director
of research gional research & technology transfer stati bhawanipatna
2. BEE HIVES • In modern apiculture several types of hives are used. The hive is a
wooden structure, consisting of several parts. • Primative and rustic hives like
hallowed logs and wood, baskets, claypots and clay cavities fixed in the walls of
mud houses have been in use for keeping bees in India till about the close of
19th century. • The hive developed on the principle of bee space by L. langstroth
(USA) revolutionized the whole concept of bee keeping from 1851 onwards. In
India beginning was made to keep the bees in movable from hives in 1880‘s after
the widespread adoption ;of Langstroth hive in west. These movable frames
which could be taken out of the hive, observed and replaced by shifting them
suitably. TYPE OF HIVES • The standard Longstroth hives made of light strong
wood is now in use in most of the country for A. mellifera. • The hives suited for
A. c. indica (i) Newton‘s hive, (ii) ISI meshy used – 10 frames, (iii) Jeolikote
villager – 7 frames.
3. Langstroth frame hive showing different parts
4. ISI HIVE (A Type) Bottom board -861 x 356 x 50 mm Brood chamber length 286 x 356 x 174 mm Super length - 286 x 356 x 94 mm Top cover length - 328 x
398 x 115 mm Brood frame(Length x breadth) – 230 x 165 mm Super frame -230
x 85 m Dummy board - 230 x 165 mm Top bar length - 260 mm Bottom bar
length - 210 mm
5. Bee veil It is worn over the face for protection against bee stings. It should be
made black colour mosquito nylon netting, top and botton portion with cloth. The
bottom cloth should have a rim with an elastic to make it stick to the neck.
6. Gloves They are usually made of heavy canvas or supple leather or rubberized
cloth and are useful for beginners to develop confidence. There is arrangement
of elastic in the wrist which will protect the ;hands from the bee stings.
7. Overall It is a protective garment worn over the clothes, so that the bees cannot
get under them to sting. It should be made ;of white cloth. Blue or black cloth
should be avoided as the bees are attracted to them.
8. Hive tool It is a piece of flattened iron Spatula like sharpened at one end for
inserting between hive boxes to separate them and the other end bent at 90o to
separate the frames. It is also used to scrape off the bee glue (Propolis) and
superfluous pieces of comb or debrishes from various part of the hive.
9. Smoker A bellows type smoker is used to drive the bees out of superous or from
brood box after lifting top cover for easy handling. It consists of a tin can
provided with a spout for directing smoke from smoouldering material inside it
with the help of leather, bellow attachment. The smoke should be without heat
and flame. Bees ;should be smoked gently and not blasted. Pieces of discarded
sac are best for a cool smoke.
10. Bee brush A bee brush or soft broom is employed to brush off the bees from a
honey comb before it is taken out for extraction mostly in colonies of Apis
mellifera. It can also be used to bring together the scattered bees at the time of
hiving a swarm.
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11. The uncapping knife It is a flat sharp long edged knife used for cutting the wax
capping of; sealed honey cells at time of honey extraction then the frames are
placed in the extractor. The knife is heated by steam or electric heated knife with
thermostatically controlled temperature are used for the purpose.
12. Honey extractor It is hand or motor operated centrifugal machine with revolving
chamber into which the frames fit with which the honey is extracted in its purest
form from the honey comb. As the handle is worked, honey flows out of the
frames by centrifugal force without breaking the comb.
13. The Queen‘s cage Various types of queen cages viz. rectangular and conical are
used in bee keeping.
• Rectangular queen cage :- It is a small rectangular cage made of wire gauge
(Zinc sheet) closed at one end and open at the other
• It is used when a new queen is required to be introduced into a queenless
clolonmy. The aperature in the wire gauage should be as large as possible but
not so large as to allow entry of worker bees.
• A laying queen with 5-6 workers is confined to this cage, along with a little
candy (dry sugar) and the opened end is closed withbn a piece of wood.
• The cage is then suspended along side a frame in the colony. Within 24 -48
hours when the queen has acquired the odour of the colony or the workers of
the colony have adopted to the queens‘ odour, then she is accepted by the
workers as the
14. Queen cell protector It is a cone shaped structure made of up of a piece of wire
would spirally. It fits around a queen cell giving protection to the developing
queen inside.
15. Dummy or division board It is a wooden partition which serves as a movable
wall and help to reduce the brood chamber. It is just like an ordinary frame so
that bees can keep the hive air conditioned and well protected from bee enemies
or in clement weather.
16. Comb foundation sheet It is a sheet of bees wax on both sides of which are
depressions or marks of the exact shape and pattern of workers brood cell. As
bees build cells of various sizes in comb in different parts of the country, the use
of several types of comb foundation sheets are required. • Number of cells : 2024 per 100 mm in A. c. indica • Number of cells: 19 per 100 mm in A. mellifera
17. Division board feeder: It is a wooden trough of regular frame dimension with its
shoulders so made that it may hang in the hive just like any other frame and with
a wooden strip to serve as a float. Sugar syrup or other liquid food is poured into
it for the bees to feed on at the time of scarcity of food. • Plastic bottle: - Plastic
bottle of 500 ml capacity is used for feeding sugar syrup solution to the bees.
18. Queen gate (Wire entrance guard) This wire gate is placed in front to the hive
entrance so as to confine the queen inside and thus helps to prevent swarming.
19. Drone Trap It is a rectangular box with two compartments and on the partitions in
between, two wire gauge funnels are fixed with their narrow ends directed
upwards. When the open end of the trap is placed against the hive entrance
during evening hours, the bees pass through the box and out of the distal wall of
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iron bars which form (in fact the wire screen excluder) – the worker escape
whereas, the drones or the queen cannot pass through the wire screen and are
thus trapped.
20. Queen excluder It is a perforated (2.3-3.5mm) zinc sheet placed on the top of
frames, then separating brood chamber from super. The workers can pass
through spaces, whereas the queen and drones can‘t. The queen will be obliged
to stay with the brood box and spare the supers of the eggs and brood.
21. Nucleus hive (Capturing hive) Nucleus hives are used at the time of colony
division or capturing of a swarm colony. For A. c. indica the nucleus hive consists
of four frames while for A. mellifera it consists of five frames.
22. Pollen trap: Pollens can be collected from the bees using pollen trap fixed in front
of the hive entrance when available in abundance. The bees while passing
through the grid, losses the pollen she carries, the pollen pellets drop into the
grid and down into pollen trap. It consists of a plastic strip of 1.5 mm thickness
which serves as a vertical pollen trapping screen in which circular hole of 4.5 mm
dia. are made. The pollen balls gets detached when such bees pass through the
holes.
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Photographs of Beekeeping and honey processing equipments :
1. Honey comb

2. Hat Full Face Insect Net
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3. Electrodose Beekeeping Suit Dress with a Veil

4. Stainless Steel Beehive Smoker

5. Beekeeping Basic Kit
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6. Full Body Beekeeping Suit

7. Beekeeping Equipment Kit
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8. Beekeeping Box

9. Honey processing equipment
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10. Honey processing equipment

11.

Manual Honey processing equipment
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LIST
OF
BEE KEEPING
MANUFACTURERS/SUPPLIERS
Sl.
No
1

2

3

AND

HONEY

PROCESSING

Name of the Address
State
Ahmadabad
Ashokbhai B Patel,
Suldhara, Chikli Dist- Navsari
Manmohanbahi,
A/P Phanaswada, Dist- Valsad
Arpith Sewa Sangh, Surat
Rajesh Dankhara
Sandip Patel, Vadal, Junagadh
District.
Andhra Pradesh East Godavari Dist. Khadi and
Rural Development Sanstha,
Torangi, Kakinada- 533 016
Shri Sita Maha Lakshmi Timber
Depot Kuchipudi, (Post) Movva
(Mandal Krishna
Dist. -521 136
Shri Ramana Timber Depot,
Movva Road , Kuchipudi (PO)
Movva (Mandal
Krishna Dist. Pin -521 136
Economic Penal Doors
Fact 23-107, opp. Fruit Market
Kothapet X Road , Hyderabad
Ashok furniture Works ,
1-9-17 Ramangar Hyderabad20
Shri K.V. Mohan Rao ,
Sri Sai Enterprises ,
Kondapally(PO) Dis-Krishna
Sri Chintha Krindhi Sudakar
Timbering Works, Santha Bazar,
Cherala Prakasham Dsti.
Pin- 523 155
Bihar
Muzaffarpur Zilla Khadi
Gramodyog Sangh,
Sarvodaygram, Khadibhandar
Chowk, Kanhauli, Muzaffarpur.
Muzaffarpur Zilla Khadi
Gramodyog Sangh,
Sarvodaygram, Khadibhandar
Chowk, Kanhauli, Muzaffarpur.
Muzaffarpur Zilla Khadi
Gramodyog Sangh,
100

Telephone/
Mob. No.
09574021233

EQUIPMENT

Activities.

09998473743

Beekeeping
Equipments
Beekeeping
Equipments
Beekeeping
Equipments
do

08842379079

Bee keeping
Equipments

08671
252274

Bee keeping
Equipments

09925678898
09558826624

Bee keeping
Equipments

04024045767,
24045260
04026538617,

Bee keeping
Equipments

08676275196

Bee keeping
Equipments

08584230116

Bee keeping
Equipments

06212228562

Do

06212228562

Do

06212228562

Do

Bee keeping
Equipments

4

Haryana

5

Jharkhand

Sarvodaygram, Khadibhandar
Chowk, Kanhauli, Muzaffarpur.
Rajeev Wooden Box,
Khamaipatti, Meenapur,
Muzaffarpur.
Deo Narayan Sharma, Vill –
Dardha, P.O- Baikathpur,Distt –
Muzaffarpur.
Prabhu Sharma, Vill + P.O –
Prahladpur, Distt – Muzaffarpur.
Shambhu Sharma, Vill + P.O –
Prahladpur, Distt – Muzaffarpur.
Rajesh Sahni, Malinagar,
Samastipur.
Kamlesh Sharma, Shivnagar,
Samastipur.
Mushan Mmadhubatika,
R.K.Ashram, Bela, Muzaffarpur.
Anchal Madhumakhi Box
Udyog, Pro- Suresh Sharma,
Vill- Madanpur, P.O – Karua,
Distt – Samastipur.
Ripeeka Interprises, ProRamnath Mahto, Vill – Simri,
P.O – Malinagar, Distt –
Samastipur.
SANGAM ENGINEERING
WORK
1007/9, Sector 19/6, New Jain
Nagar, Jagadhri-135 003
(Haryana)
Ashok Kumar, Adalhatu, Ranchi
Md. Shamim,
Chandlaso, Kuru , Lohardaga
Rural Beekeeping Research
center,
Kuru Lohardaga.

6

Maharashtra.

9955658639

Do

9939448797

Do

Do
Do
09939454002

09931929063 Do
09570554321

Do

08292356969

Do

09934630113

Do

01732Honey
201335
processing
Mob. 094160- plant
22010
9931355239
9934393062

Beekeeping
equipments
Do

9973722349

Do

Sahyadri Honey Corporation
09822548849
W-48, T block ,MIDC, Bhosari411 026
Emailsahyadrihoneycorporation@gma
il.com
Websitewww.honeyprocessingplant.com
Purohit Compressor
Tel:
101

Do

Honey
Processing
Plant

Honey

Engineering ,
100876 Maharshinagar, Pune 411037

02122469407

Processing
Plant

J.J. HONEY
Room No. 14 Dattamandir Road
Bondongri
Malad (East) Mumbai – 400 097
The Director, Carpentry and
Blacksmith workshop,
Khadi V.I Commission, Agar
Road, P.O Dahanu Dist- Thane
– 401 601.
Director, Carpentry and
Blacksmity workshop,
Khadi & V.I Board, W-3 MIDC,
Gokul Shirgaon, Kolhapur DistKolhapur.
Director, Apiculture Institute
Maharashtra State Khadi & V.I
Board
Govt Bunglow No. 05,
Mahabaleshwar
Dist- Satara Maharashtra.
Director,
Center of Science for village
Dr. Devendra Kumar Campus,
P.B No 21 Dattapur Dist –
Wardha – 442 001.

02228802930

Bee Boxes

02525222626

Bee Hives

91-231372176

Bee Hives

02168260264
Mo. No09011091524

Bee Hives

Secretary, Pragati
Bahhudddesshiya Sanstha
Weekly Market At. Po- Pulgaon
Tal- Deoli Dist- Wardha. (M.S)

Shri Vijay Mahajan , Shiv sagar
Beekeepers
44, Shivthir th, Kadolkar colony
Talegaon Dabhade, Dist- Pune
Pin- 410 506
Secretary, Bhartiya Samj
Probodhan Sanstha
Anandwan Chowk, 11,
Vidyanagari A.P- Warora , TalWarora Dist- Chandrapur.
102

07152243801

Bee Hives
Bee
equipments
Rock
Bee
mans
Kit,
honey sale
Mo.
Bee Hives
09373663426 Bee
09404050512 equipments
.
Rock
Bee
mans
Kit,
Honey
09226458820 Bee Hives
Bee
equipments
Rock
Bee
mans
Kit,
Honey
09850365055 Bee Hives

Shri Raju Kanwade, Beekeeper
At. Post- Ambad
Tal- Akole, Dist- Ahemadnagar.
Shri Dattatrya Bapusaheb
Satardekar,
712/36 A- Ward, Sahaji colony
Timbar Market,
Kolhapur Dist- Kolhapur.
Shri Vivek Khalokar, Khalokar
Beekeeping enterprises, At. PoShingnapur, Tal- Daryapur
Dist- AmravatiShri Gadekar ,AtPost- Patsul,
Tal Akot
Dist- Akola (M.S)

7

Odisha

Pratik Enterprises, Mr. Girish
Ghela
New Modella Industrial Estate,
Wagle Industr
Estate, Thane Maharashtra
info@oilfillingmachine.com
Madhusagar Madhottapadak cooperative
Society Ltd Mahabaleshwar
Dist- Satara (M.S)
The Secretary ,
Orissa Khadi & V.I Society
Kharavel Nagar, Unit III,
Bhubaneshwar
Dist- Khurda Orissa
The Secretary
Balasore Beekeeping Industrial
Co-operative Society Ltd At.
Tambulia Road, Alupur‘
Balosore
Secretary, Ganjam District
Industrial Beekeepers Co-op
Society A/P- Chhatrapur
Dist- Ganjam

09552127478

Bee colonies

09225229167

Bee Hives &
other
bee
equipments

09561133311
09970866270

Bee
equipments

09096746159 Bee
equipments
Bee colonies
suppliers
08291773777 Honey
Processing
plant
Manufacture
s
Bee colonies
Honey
processing
plant.
Bee keeping
Equipments

Bee keeping
Equipments

Bee keeping
Equipments

Secretary, Ganjam District
Gramodaya
Co-op Society At- Giri Market
P.O – Berhampur, dist- Ganjam.
8

Punjab

TIWANA BEE FARM
G.T. Road, Doraha,
Ludhiana
103

Dist.

01628258008
098140-

Beekeeping
Equipment

9

Tamilnadu

(Punjab )- 141 421

32440

M/s C.J Prakash Cottage
Industries,
Panicha vilai, Arumanai –
629151
Dist- Kanyakumari, Pro. C.
Joseph Prakash

04651287393

Bee keeping
Equipments

M/s C.T.N Cottage Industries,
Pana Vilai, Pazhavar,P.o
Kuzhithurai,
Dist- Kanyakumari. 629151
Prop. C. Jaya Kumar.

Bee keeping
Equipments

M/s Sajin Furniture Panicha
Vilai, Arumanai , DistKanyakumari 629151, Prop. C
Rasalam.

Bee keeping
Equipments

M/s Amutha Furniture Mart
Panicha Vilai, Arumanai –
629151

Bee keeping
Equipments

S. Selvam Furniture
Vatta Vilai, Main Road,
Arumanai – 629151
Prop. S Selvam.
M/s Kumaraswamy Furniture,
Panicha Vilai, Main Road,
Arumanai- 629151
Kanyakumari Dist.
Prop. S Kumaraswamy
M/s king Wood Works
33, Distillery Road, Nagercoil –
629 001.
Dist- Kanyakumari Prop. K
Robin.
M/s Eliza Saw Mill
Arumanai-629 151, Prop.Joseph
Kamalam
M/s Kanyakumari Dist
Sarvodaya Sangh,
Vagaiadi South Street, Kotta,
Nagercoil -629002,
Kanyakunmari Dist.
Sri K Siva Raj
Padian Vilai, Vettuvenni,
Marthanadam- 629 171
104

04651
287403.

Bee keeping
Equipments

04651
287384

- Bee keeping
Equipments

Mo.98431308
00

Bee keeping
Equipments

04651286546

Bee keeping
Equipments

04652241862

Bee keeping
Equipments

Bee keeping
Equipments

10

Uttrakhand

kanyakumari Dist.
Prop. K Siva Raj
M/s small Industrial works
Puthukkadai – 629171
Kanyakumari Dist.
Prop. S Vargheese.
Chaitanya Maounpalan & Krishi
Seva Samiti,
Durgapuram Colony,
Devalchoud, Haldwani
Prp. Sanjay Joshi
Pratap Mounalaya,
Ramlila Mouhalla, Haldwani.
Aditya Sharswat, Ramnagar
Dist- Nainital
Abdul Latif Udyog, Bhavaniganj,
Ramnagar, Dist- Nanital.
Rashid Huset, Bhavaniganj,
Ramnagar, Dist- Nainital.
Adhunik Maungrih Nirman
Kendra, Ramlila Mohalla,
Haldwani Dsti. Nainital

105

Bee keeping
Equipments
09412134920

Beekeeping
Equipment

do
9837095302

do

7500979564

do

9927041933

do

05946253833

do

Photographs of Bee Apiary Farm at Shivrajpur, Kanpur Nagar
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Photographs of Bee Apiary Farm at Shivrajpur, Kanpur Nagar
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